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TORONTO: PAULINE OSEÑA

A marketing analyst before her son’s dietary needs prompted her to become a full-time,
food allergy advocate, Pauline Oseña is the owner of a clean-eating and allergy-aware
restaurant in Toronto. The mother of three takes time out of her busy schedule to show us
around the family-friendly, waterfront neighborhood of Leslieville.
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Now that we're approaching the end
of 2019, travel professionals are busy
looking at what it will take for world
tourism to continue to grow in the
upcoming new decade of the 2020s.
Tourism and air travel are inherently
linked. This is particularly true for the
Philippine archipelago, with its 7,641
islands by latest count, where air
transportation unifies the country and
drives economic growth.
Worldwide, the general forecast
shows positive growth in air travel
over the long term. The world’s airlines

carried 4.4 billion passengers in 2018,
and the International Air Transport
Association predicts the number to rise
to 8.2 billion by 2037.
While there are short term concerns
that continuing global economic
uncertainty might slow the pace of
worldwide growth, a wave of activity and
investment in the Asia Pacific region has
been boosting connections between Asia
and global hubs.
Here in the Philippines, we welcome
the progress made in developing airport
infrastructure, as reflected in the opening
of new airports in Panglao (Bohol) and
San Vicente (Palawan), the re-opening of
Antique airport, and the building of new
terminals in Cebu and Puerto Princesa.
In coming years, we can expect to see
a new Clark terminal, a greenfield Bicol
International Airport near Legazpi, and
major new airport developments serving
the Greater Manila area.
Your airline has been gearing up to
serve more customers, introduce more
links to the key markets of the world
and attract more leisure and business
travelers to visit the Philippines. Our
digital transformation initiatives will
help us serve you better and respond
more dynamically to promising new
opportunities in the global travel and
tourism markets.
We hope for your continued support as
we keep our eye solidly on the future.

Dr. Lucio C. Tan
Chairman & CEO

T H E

E D I T O R

One of the best advice
I got when I was still
a young lifestyle reporter came from
a fashion designer whose clientele were
comprised of the wives of the country's most
powerful people. If you want to get anything
approved by the CEO of a company, he told me,
establish a good relationship with his wife and
she will tell him what to do. There's a word for
that: soft power, a term coined by American
political scientist Joseph Nye, albeit in the
context of international relations.
The Philippines is neither an economic nor a
political giant, but we wield a lot of clout. This
month that is evidenced by Manila-based Patrick
Flores, a great Filipino thinker who was included
in ArtReview magazine's 2018 Power 100 list

for being one of the most influential people in the
contemporary art world. From November 22, Flores
will be in the spotlight as the artistic director of
the Singapore Biennale, itself one of the most preeminent art platforms in Asia. How does a mind like
Flores' think? It all starts with a home that inspires
creativity (see "Curator in residence" on page 79).
Another heavyweight you can read about in this
issue is Filipino-American Karl Westerberg – more
known as Manila Luzon – who is using his influence
as a drag queen performer to set up a scholarship
for LGBT students at his alma mater. You can watch
him perform live in Manila on November 10, or read
our captivating interview (see page 46).
Food is another instrument that is being used to
raise the profile of the Philippines. In Melbourne,
John Rivera recently took over as executive chef at
fine-dining institution Restaurant Lûmé, which up
to now is known for its impeccable degustation of
modern Australian dishes.
Born and raised in Melbourne but possessing
a heart that belongs to his parents' motherland,
Rivera has been introducing Philippine flavors to
his mostly non-Filipino patrons. One of his dishes
is a very sophisticated take on the humble túron
(banana spring roll) which has blown away his
impressed diners – including myself. The good
news? It's not just Rivera who is reinventing humble
Philippine desserts into restaurant showcases (see
"The sweet spots" on page 133).
This issue is packed with many more stories
about the latest trends happening across PAL's
destinations. At Mabuhay, we hope to open minds,
start discussions and influence opinions, because
we believe in our power to change the world for
the better.
Enjoy your travels!

James P. Ong
Editor
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Writer Waheeda Harris is a regular globetrotter, but
there was nothing like rediscovering one’s own backyard
with fellow Toronto native and food-allergy advocate
Pauline Oseña, whom she writes about in this month's
cover story. "I'm always happy to share what makes
Toronto such a distinct city," Harris says.

ONIN LORENTE
oninlorente.com
She lives by night, page 113
Collaborating with London-based Filipino fashion
designer Lesley Mobo and model Hannah Locsin was
a highlight for this self-taught shutterbug. “It was fun
working with fellow Filipinos for a film noir-inspired
fashion shoot,” Lorente says. While he travels frequently
to New York and Paris, he plans to spend Christmas in his
hometown of Legazpi in the Philippines.

BAO KHANH
vubaokhanh.com
Creative commune, page 120
Photographer Bao Khanh captures the spirited creatives
of Hanoi’s Sixty Square, a vibrant cluster of cafés, art
studios and workshops. "Here, you can enjoy a coffee
right beside a grand tree that’s surrounded by a pond, or
on the second floor of a colonial-era building that’s only
a few steps away," Khanh says.

ARWEN JOYCE
instagram.com/arwenalamonde
Riff, shout, swing, page 89
London’s jazz scene is buzzing with fresh, talented
artists and musicians who are giving the genre an
inspiring new sound. Writer Arwen Joyce, a fan of this
movement, explores the phenomenon in this issue. "I've
always loved live music. Jazz completely draws you in,
so I jumped at the chance to explore London's up-andcoming musicians," she says.
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WAHEEDA HARRIS
instagram.com/waheedaharris
Going global, page 64

Life

Dispatches from across the PAL network

Hanoi

All aboard
Sign up for a high-end cruise on one
of Asia's most beautiful seascapes
Lovers of spectacular scenery and spa bliss
have double reason to celebrate right now
following the launch of boutique cruise
company Heritage Line’s newest offering in
Vietnam. Featuring a blend of Vietnamese
design with French-Colonial accents, the tenberth Ylang plies the pristine waters of Lan Ha
Bay, a relatively uncharted marine wonderland
just south of the more famous Halong Bay.
Although it retains all the majesty of the latter
– the karst-studded seascapes are virtually
interchangeable here – Lan Ha Bay sees a
fraction of the traffic of its neighbor. And while
the ship’s suites, which all come with a private
balcony, are certainly attention-grabbing,
Ylang’s unique selling feature is its emphasis
on wellness. An expansive spa is located on the
vessel’s upper deck, complete with a full range
of therapies to choose from. The holistic theme,
meanwhile, also manifests in onboard activities
such as meditation and morning tai chi lessons.
heritage-line.com
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San Vicente

Paradise found
An ultra-premium hideaway offers a
personalized resort experience while
protecting the island’s precious marine life

PAL flies between
Clark and San
Vicente (Gateway to
El Nido) 4x weekly

spirits from around the world. A nutritionist is
on standby for special dietary requirements,
while a juice and snack bar make sure guests
don't go hungry in between meals.
This level of customized service comes
with a hefty price tag: US$100,000 per night,
which includes taxes, yachts, speedboats, a
catamaran, jet skis, some excursions, most
food and drink as well as round-the-clock
care by dedicated employees.
While the resort is best known for its
opulent levels of exclusivity and luxury,
Banwa’s profits are reinvested towards
eco-friendly initiatives such as marine life
preservation, conservation, community
outreach and operational sustainability.
Janet Oquendo, a Palawan native and
23-year Amanpulo veteran, heads the Aquos
Foundation’s local endeavors, which include
a trailblazing marine protection program
both around the island and in state-protected
areas, a village library, a self-sufficient
farm with local educational programs,
bird conservation, local bee and honey
production, sustainable garbage disposal
and most prominently, reef regeneration and
turtle protection programs.
“Our island is home to the critically
endangered Hawksbill turtle, and the Aquos
Foundation strives to support, nurture and
protect Banwa’s delicate ecosystem via
conservation and research initiatives led by
world-leading experts,” Oquendo says.
Banwa provides guests with an
unforgettable experience of luxury, privacy
and natural beauty, while its core mission
remains rooted in sustainable thinking.
After all, the long-term protection and
preservation of the island’s natural splendor
and unique marine life is in the best interests
of both its patrons and the local community.
banwaprivateisland.com
– Stefan Hottinger-Behmer

BANWA
BY THE
NUMBERS

US$ 100,000
Known for its dramatic natural beauty and
unspoiled beaches, Northern Palawan was
first put on the discerning traveller’s map
when the exclusive Amanpulo resort opened
here in the Nineties. Since then, the remote
islands of this archipelagic province have
attracted well-heeled wayfarers in search of
pristine seascapes.
The latest luxury resort on everyone's lips
is Banwa Private Island, spread over six wellpreserved hectares and nestled between
regal coconut trees and lush tropical
greenery, surrounded by the clear turquoise
waters of the Sulu Sea.
Ten years in the making, Banwa opened
in April as the passion project of a sagacious
private investor aspiring to create the
ultimate luxury refuge while protecting
Palawan’s natural treasures.
Upon arrival, guests are escorted by
personal butlers to one of six polished white
beachfront villas designed by architectural

firm Mañosa & Company. Each pavilion-style
homestead features a private infinity pool,
outdoor dining area and minimalist décor
that allows Banwa’s natural beauty to shine.
Through floor-to-ceiling windows, guests
can enjoy tranquil beachside views that take
center stage.
The social hub of the island is Latitude, a
multilevel clubhouse structure that houses
the diving center, a private dining room and
a well-stocked cellar. The main restaurant
and bar is headed by Nadedja Bouacha, a
former private chef of Qatar’s royal family.
There is no set menu here: Bouacha and
her team dish up anything guests desire,
from Philippine breakfasts like champorado
(chocolate porridge) and silog (garlic fried
rice served with fried egg and a choice of
meat) to lobster eggs Benedict.
Lunch and dinner are discussed daily and
virtually every wish can be fulfilled, paired
with an impressive selection of wines and

The cost of a night's
stay on the island

3

The minimum number
of nights to rent
the entire island

6

Beachfront villas
can accommodate
a total of 22 guests

6HA

Banwa Private Island's
total land area

100

Employees at your
beck and call when
you rent the island
– that includes your
private butler, massage
therapists, nutritionists
as well as gardeners

IMAGE: FB.COM/PG/BROTHERISLAND (SIDEBAR)
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Brother Island
Overlooking the Sulu Sea,
Brother Island in El Nido
accepts only one booking
at a time – which means
no other guests during
your stay. The two-story
main house has seven
bedrooms and can fit up
to 16 guests. instagram.
com/brotherisland.elnido

PHILIPPINEAIRLINES.COM

Floral Island Resort
Located in the middle
of Talacanen Island and
overlooking Taytay Bay,
Floral Island Resort is
equipped with six villas
and can be rented out for
a minimum of four and a
maximum of 24 guests.
instagram.com/
floralisland.resort

Ariara Island
One of 50-plus tiny islands
surrounding Linapacan,
Ariara Island offers a
minimum stay of one
week for a group of up
to 18 people. Its rate
includes bespoke menus
by a resident chef and 30
dedicated staff members.
ariaraisland.com
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Los Angeles

5 minutes with...
Martin Lawrence, stand-up comedian
and Bad Boys franchise star, talks about his
favorite destinations and travel must-haves

1

2

What’s next on your
travel bucket list?
I haven't been to
Sydney or
Melbourne – and
I'd love to check out
Bondi Beach!

What’s the
most interesting
place you’ve
been to so far?
I really enjoyed
Positano (pictured)
and the Amalfi Coast
in Italy – the food
and people were
all top-notch and
the hospitality they
showed me was out
of this world.

It's been 24 years since the first Bad Boys movie starring Will Smith
and Martin Lawrence was screened. Following the sequel in 2003,
the third installment in the beloved buddy-cop series is ready to
drop early next year. "The new film really brings out the essence of
the franchise. There are two young directors – Adil El Arbi and Bilall
Fallah – who gave it a fresh pair of eyes and kept this movie true to
what the fans expect. I think people will be as excited to see this as
they were for the first two," Lawrence says. After the film’s release,
the actor will be hitting the road with The Lit AF Tour, where he’ll
host a line-up of hot young comics throughout the US. “Hopefully we
will be at a city near you soon!"

16
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What’s an ideal day
where you live?
I’m based in Los
Angeles. I get up,
head to my office,
work out, play
basketball with
friends (there’s a
regulation-size court
at the office) and
have lunch with
friends and family. In
the evenings, I like
to go out for a nice
meal with my fiancé
or stay in and cook.

4
If I had my own
jet plane...
I would go anywhere
I wanted with the
people I love. Hawaii
would always be a
stop along the way.

5
Name five things
that you can’t
travel without.
My family, my music,
basketball shoes,
movies to catch up
on, and peace
and quiet.

PHILIPPINEAIRLINES.COM
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Who run the world?
From movies starring strong female characters
to an exhibition dedicated to feminine health, this month
is all about sisters doing it for themselves

Show me the money
Global

Queen of pain
New York

Girl power
Global

Everything’s gonna be fine, fine,
fine in New York on November
3 when Jagged Little Pill, the
long-awaited Broadway musical
based on Alanis Morrisette’s
groundbreaking 1995 album,
finally opens. Directed by Tony
Award-winner Diane Paulus
and written by Diablo Cody, it
follows a family that struggles
to keep its picture-perfect
façade intact – and features
a tsunami of female talent.
jaggedlittlepill.com

The reboot release of
spy-action film Charlie's
Angels has been given a
complete makeover. The
new Angels, played by
Kristen Stewart, Naomi
Scott and Ella Balinska, are
given prominent roles in
action scenes. Their handler
has changed too; there are
now three Bosleys, one
played by Elizabeth Banks,
who also directed the film
and wrote the screenplay.
charliesangels.movie

Hitting the spot
London
The world’s first Vagina Museum will open its doors in Stables
Market, Camden, on November 16 following a crowdfunding
campaign that raised £50,000. It aims to raise awareness of vaginal
and vulvar health, and also fight stigmas surrounding these issues by
featuring art exhibitions, plays, workshops and comedy nights – all
centered around gynecological anatomy. vaginamuseum.co.uk
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Hasbro has released
Ms Monopoly, in which
female players will earn
more money by collecting
240 Monopoly dollars when
they pass “Go”, while male
players will collect the usual
200. And instead of buying
property, players will invest
in inventions by women
ranging from WiFi to solar
heating. products.hasbro.
com/en-gb
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Sega: Game on

Comeback
season

Another company tapping into the booming
nostalgia market is Sega, which has launched a
Genesis Mini game console based on the original
1988 system. The Japanese firm, which has focused
on developing and licensing games in recent years,
plans to release some classic titles for the 6in-wide
mini box over the next few weeks, including Street
Fighter II: Special Champion Edition, Sonic the
Hedgehog and Castlevania: Bloodlines, which was
recently adapted into a Netflix TV series. sega.com

Gift-giving will have
a particularly retro feel
this holiday period
with the launch of a
new Sony Walkman
and more

Hyundai: Future hindsight
It’s not only small gadgets
that are getting a retro
restyling. If the highly
popular 1980s Back To
The Future franchise gets
a reboot, Hyundai’s newly
unveiled “45” concept
electric car could be the
perfect candidate for a
starring role.
The car is named after
the 450 angles at the front
and rear, which form a
diamond-shaped silhouette
that Hyundai says will be
instrumental in the design
of all its electric vehicles.
hyundai.com

Japanese electronics behemoth
Sony is marking the 40th
anniversary of its iconic
Walkman personal music player
with the launch of a brand new
model – NW-A100TPS – in midNovember. Don’t expect the
machine to play actual cassettes
though: we’re not in an episode
of Stranger Things.
Instead, the Androidpowered, WiFi-accessible
music player stores up to 16GB
of data and sports a 3.6-inch
touchscreen from which you can
manage apps.
For nostalgia overload, the
device has a screensaver that
looks like an old-school cassette
player, with changing colors
depending on the type of music
file that is playing. sony.net
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Sony: Walk the talk

PHILIPPINEAIRLINES.COM

It's going to be a
busy season for
Alexa, the virtual
assistant developed
by Amazon. The
tech giant recently
introduced a
suite of Alexacompatible devices
that include Echo
Buds – wireless,
in-ear headphones
that use Bose Active
Noise Reduction
technology; Echo
Glow, a funky
nightlight; and Echo
Frames, an eyeglass
with a built-in
microphone used to
speak to Alexa.

Nokia: Flip out
If you’re excited about the return
of the Walkman, you’re going to
go completely gaga for the new
Nokia 2720 flip phone. It’s the
latest in the Finnish company's
Nokia Originals line which offers
modern spins on classic designs.
The reimagined flip phone,
available in black or gray, has a
sleeker design, a 2.8-inch internal
display and modern features
such as 4G connectivity and apps
like Google Maps, WhatsApp
and Facebook.
Nokia says the device is
designed for people looking for a
“digital detox” or just something
fun to use on the weekends.
nokia.com
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LOUD AND CLEAR
Check out other global
brands integrating
sounds into their
marketing campaigns

Fast track
For the three-second
track "WGTT15000BPM
F1 NEEEUM MIX", The
Chemical Brothers
re-engineered their
single "We’ve Got To
Try", to match a Formula
1 car’s engine speed of
15,000 revolutions per
minute. formula1.com

GAC Motor has created
almost 50 sounds for its
electric cars, including
the AVAS – or acoustic
vehicle alerting system –
which allows pedestrians
to better hear the
typically silent electric
cars approaching.
gac-motor.com.

New York

Surround sound
A Big Apple hotel takes
branding to a whole new
decibel with a bespoke sound
installation in its lobby
Signature scents are no longer enough for
today’s hotels. New York’s ultra-trendy
Sister City Hotel recently collaborated
with electronic musician Julianna Barwick
(pictured, insert) on a sound-art installation
to use as a lobby score. Barwick’s installation
is powered by Microsoft’s Custom Vision
Service, which tracks and analyzes various

22
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Pitch perfect

elements surrounding the hotel from a
camera on the roof. These inputs, in turn,
determine which of her compositions are
played. Rain, sunlight and even planes
trigger different looped sounds; Microsoft
taught the installation’s AI software to
recognize factors such as clouds and birds.
sistercitynyc.com – Boyd Farrow

Mastercard added a
sequence of six notes
to make a sonic logo
that plays whenever
consumers make a
payment transaction.
More than 20 artists,
including Mike Shinoda,
have created 20
variations of this melody.
mastercard.com
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FAV E T H I N G S
Nor Diana's picks
in KL and beyond

How do you fuel up
before a match?
I love eating Korean fried chicken
at Choo Choo Chicken. I do a lot of
strength training for wrestling and up
to two hours of cardio a day, so chicken
provides the protein I need to recover.
choochoochicken.com

Kuala Lumpur

Grand slam
The world's first hijab-wearing pro-wrestler on how embracing
the sport has boosted her confidence out of the ring
When Nor Diana was 14 years old,
she and her brother would watch
wrestling on television then replicate
what they saw in their living room.
Six years later, the fearless Phoenix,
as she is known to her fans, is still
showing off her moves – only now it's
in a ring in front of an audience, and
as the world's first hijab-wearing
pro-wrestler. In July, she beat four
men to became the first woman
to win the Malaysia Pro Wrestling
(MyPW) Wrestlecon championship.
“Wrestling makes me feel like a
superhero, that's one of the things
I love most about it. That and the
energy you get from the crowd when
you're in the ring. It's incredible,”
Nor Diana says.

24
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While her wrestler persona is all
swagger and sequins (she sewed
the sparkly flames onto her costume
herself), the clinic administrator
– standing just under 5 feet and
weighing 100lbs – is soft-spoken and
shy out of the ring.
Early in her career, Nor Diana wore
a mask to hide her face. But as her
reputation has grown, so too has her
confidence. At her next match this
month, she intends to put her title on
the line. “When I had my first fight,
I'd only been training for two months
and I was terrified. I lost, but I learned
a lot and I'm still learning, win or lose.
That's what's important. That's how
you get better.” instagram.com/
nordianapw – Sharon Crowther

Name your favorite
place to hang out in KL.
I really love Petaling Street, located in
Chinatown district, because you see so
many cultures there and it really reflects
Malaysia as a country. You can get
amazing nasi lemak (pictured) and cendol
from street food vendors there too.

Where do you go when
you have a weekend off?
I head to Malacca because I like the history
of the place and the old shophouses.
As the oldest city in Malaysia, it’s very
different from KL and it's just a two-hour
drive away. The Jonker Street night market
has incredible food, like gula melaka
cendol (pictured), pineapple tarts and
chicken rice balls, a Malaccan specialty
that’s always worth the trip.

PHILIPPINEAIRLINES.COM
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What's your post-match
guilty pleasure?
I'm addicted to bubble tea and I drink
it after every training session. I’ll go to
Daboba for roasted brown sugar pearls
with fresh milk. fb.com/dabobatea
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Vive la vegan
No meat? No problem. From Auckland and Sydney
to Vancouver and New York, here are some animalproduct alternatives to satisfy your cravings

The Craft Meat Co
Auckland
This family-run business in New
Zealand, which launched late last
year, specializes in alternative
proteins like meatless mince
made from soy protein, wheat
flour, coconut oil, tomatoes and
mushrooms. Its line of ready meals
just dropped in September, with
flavors like Bolognese and Mexican
Sauce, and you can get them
at Countdown and New World
supermarkets across Auckland.
craftmeat.co.nz

Good Catch Foods
New York
Canned tuna is one of the globe’s
most in-demand products. With
overfishing now a universal concern,
the folks at this startup have
mastered a plant-based substitute
for the tinned staple, recreating its
texture and taste with legumes and
algae oil. The fish-free tuna flakes,
which are packed in pouches, come
in three flavors: Naked In Water,
Mediterranean and Oil & Herbs.
goodcatchfoods.com
Suzy Spoon’s
Vegetarian Butcher
Sydney
A well-known vegan food manufacturer, Suzy Spoon’s
Vegetarian Butcher offers 14 vegan “meat” varieties,
including sausages, burger patties and pepperoni. They’re all
plant-based, preservative-free and handmade in small batches,
but the recently relaunched seitan series is particularly
noteworthy – the shredded version won PETA Australia’s
“Best Vegan Chicken” award this year.
fb.com/suzyspoonsvegetarianbutcher
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Ocean Hugger
New York, San Francisco
and Los Angeles
After making its debut in 2017
with Ahimi, a plant-based version
of raw tuna made from tomatoes,
seafood-alternative brand Ocean
Hugger is branching out with
similar substitutes for salmon and
eel using carrots and eggplants
respectively. While there’s no news
yet on when the Sakimi salmon is to
be launched, the Unami eel – made
with soy sauce, algae oil and konjac
powder – can now be found at Yuzu
Sushi in New York, Sushi Bistro in
San Francisco, Ahipoki Bowl in LA,
and Whole Foods outlets in all three
cities. oceanhuggerfoods.com

Very Good Butchers
Vancouver
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Luxury hotel
Sheraton Manila
has launched
healthy, meatless
dishes inspired by
Filipino favorites.
Among them are
vegan versions of
beef rendang, pork
embutido meatloaf,
longganisa sausage
and beef tacos. There
are also healthier
options for dessert,
such as the flourless,
dairy-free brownie.
rwmanila.com

Smith & Deli
Melbourne
A vegan institution in Melbourne’s
oldest suburb of Fitzroy, Smith
& Deli recently reopened after a
three-week makeover. The 50m2
space, which used to offer vegan
groceries, now focuses on its deli
offerings. Everything is made inhouse, from deli meats like salami,
turkey and ham (made with wheat
protein and gluten) to buffalo
mozzarella and feta (made using
coconut, soy, cashews and nut milk).
You’ll also find dips, sandwiches,
pastries and ready meals such as
mapo tofu and beef bourguignon.
smithanddaughters.com
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Stocking organic and vegan goods, this plantbased butcher also offers new items every so
often like its Very Good BBQ Box, which comes
filled with burger patties, bangers, ribs and
steak – all made using beans, veggies, jackfruit
and wheat flour. Besides purchasing meats and
cheeses for your home kitchen, you can dine in
at the store in downtown Victoria on Vancouver
Island to try the freshly made poutine fries,
cheeseburgers, barbecue plates and salads.
verygoodbutchers.com
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Jakarta

Continental
cuisine
A foodie couple mounts
a series of Melbourneinspired brunches in Asia.
This month, catch them in
the Indonesian capital

30
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PRETTY IN PINK
Those who dig the quirky aesthetics of Wes Anderson's
movies will have a delightful time at Ottoman’s Coffee
Brewers at the Sopo Del Tower office building in South
Jakarta’s Mega Kuningan district. The popular café has
three color zones: a green bar, a blue dining area and
a pink ampitheater. The last one (pictured) is the most
in-demand area – the perfect perch for people-watching
and taking a selfie. instagram.com/ottomans.coffee

Asian ingredients and cooking for
local communities. For two months
from mid-November, they’ll be in
Indonesia. For their introductory
pop-ups in Jakarta, the couple will
serve a three-course brunch.
Aris and Salim will will also try
to replicate dishes they've made in
Melbourne, such as eggs Benedict
with spiced pulled bef and harissalaced hollandaise, and dodol (palm
sugar toffee) with whipped goat
cheese, pandan-lime granita, palm
sugar caramel and crushed
pistachio (pictured).

The menu was constructed
with barista and café owner
Deny Cahyadi, who’s lending his
establishment Yellowhammer Coffee
in Cikarang for the initial events.
“We travel at least once a year,
so I said to Aim, why don’t we just
keep doing it? Let's go from one
place to another while exploring
our passions,” reflects Salim. Aris
nods her head in fervent agreement:
“Travel, photography and cooking
go hand in hand, don’t they?”
instagram.com/eatscintilla
– Victoria Khroundina
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“You know that magical feeling, that
little spark you get when you eat
something delicious? That’s what we
want to encapsulate," Aim Aris, one
half of the husband-and-wife duo
behind food pop-up business Eat
Scintilla, says enthusiastically.
After running successful popups in their adopted hometown of
Melbourne, Aris and her husband,
Ahmad Salim, have embarked on
a year-long educational – and
delectable – adventure around Asia,
with Indonesia as one of their stops.
Besides completing her PhD
in mechanical engineering and
freelancing as a photographer for
publications such as Mabuhay, Aris is
a passionate home cook, while Salim
has worked at some of Melbourne’s
most reputable cafés as a chef.
But after eight years, the time
has come to “bring the best of
Melbourne and modern Australian
cooking techniques to people
around the world”, he says.
Both originally from Selangor in
Malaysia, Aris and Salim will base
themselves first in Kuala Lumpur and
travel the region connecting with
farmers, rediscovering Southeast
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New York

Tipsy at
the wheel
In caves beneath the
streets of Brooklyn's
Crown Heights, cheeses
are infused with beer and
spirits then left to mature
beer and spirits before they are left to ripen.
These include crowd favorites such as the
Trifecta, a triple creme washed in Finback IPA,
and the Naked Pruner, a soft ripened sheep’s
milk doused in seasonal stouts from Brooklyn
brewery Grimm Artisanal Ales.
Another bestseller is the Bufarolo, a buffalo
milk cheese that’s washed in a seasonal
rotation of beers from Transmitter Brewing,
also made in Brooklyn.
For those who prefer their cheeses alcoholfree, Crown Finish’s new summer release is
The Queen of Corona, a natural earthy rind
goat cheese from Spain with notes of fresh
grass and herbs. There's also a small batch of
Mimolettes that were imported from France
and aged for 12 months.
While Crown Finish doesn't have a retail
store on site, aficionados who’d like to stock
up on its goods can either sign up for a
monthly paid subscription service or visit
its Pop-up Cheese Shop held every other
month at the building where they can check
out unusual flavors, special creations and
exclusive products like cave butter.
crownfinishcaves.com – Mary Holland

TRY THESE
Alcohol-infused
cheeses aren't the
only specialty of
Crown Finish Caves
Bone Char
This project
with Saxelby
Cheesemongers and
Blue Hill at Stone Barns
features a thin layer
of carbonized pig and
lamb bones applied on
five-day-old goat's- and
cow's milk cheese,
before being aged for
three weeks.
Bandaged Bismark
Using sheep's milk
cheese from Grafton
Village Cheese Co, this
cheddar-style offering
is covered with smoked
lard from Smoking
Goose Meatery.

TUNNEL VISION
Every two months Crown Finish Caves organizes "Cave
Music", a subterranean concert series held in one of its
mid-1800s tunnels. Local musicians perform and different
types of cheese paired with either sourdough bread or
pickled veggies, as well as beers, are for sale. Subscribe to
its Notes from the Underground newsletter for details on
the next session, but hurry, tickets sell out fast.
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What do Blue Hill and Momofuku Ko have in
common? Apart from being lauded New York
dining destinations, both are among a handful
of restaurants that is privy to one of the Big
Apple's best-kept secrets: where to get the
best beer- and spirits-infused cheeses in the
city. Allow us to spill the beans: Crown Finish
Caves. The company, owned by Benton Brown
and Susan Boyle, has been ageing cheeses
beneath the streets of Brooklyn since 2014, in
caves originally built in the 1850s to ferment
lager. Luckily, beer and cheese happen to
ferment in very similar conditions.
Brown works with producers from the US,
Spain and Italy who send their cheeses in a
young unfinished state. He then develops and
matures the cheeses by controlling factors
that affect the environment, like temperature
and humidity. “Affinage – or the art of ageing
cheese – is part of the cheese-making process
that develops their character and flavor,”
Brown explains, adding that some small soft
cheeses are aged for two weeks, while other
larger wheels can take 18 months.
As an homage to the history of its location,
certain cheeses are washed and turned in
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Melbourne

Meals on wheels
The food-truck game in Australia's food capital gets even stronger
this summer with new roving eateries stirring the pot

Miksa
Many kebabs suffer the fate of being
overly greasy and made from poor
ingredients – but not those cooked by
Ismail Tosun (pictured). Ranging from
snapper to chicken, Tosun's kebabs speak
to his pedigree as one of Australia’s
highly acclaimed Turkish chefs. Think
cherry lamb kofta, tomatoes and onions
marinated in sumac that soak bread rolls
with delicious, tangy juices, which just
about drip down your elbows as you take
a bite. Chase it with salty yogurt drink
ayran and you’ve got a meal putting
kebabs back on the culinary map. Look
for the white truck at 800 Cooper Street,
Somerton, from Wednesdays to Sundays.
fb.com/miksafoodtruck
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Woking Amazing
Made with protein-rich 100% plantbased mock meats, the flavorful Peking
duck pancakes, eggy bacon rolls and
BBQ pork buns are as good as the real
thing at this Ford Transit food truck.
Owned by Michael Dodd and Katrina
Wang (pictured), who used to run
a restaurant in Collingwood before
starting this nomadic kitchen in July,
Woking Amazing is parked at foodtruck venue Welcome to Thornbury,
in Northcote, from Wednesdays
through Sundays, and will be at caninefriendly music festival Dogapalooza on
November 10. fb.com/wokingamazing

While Melbourne's
Queen Victoria
Market undergoes
an AUD$250 million
makeover, the first
part of its revamp
has been unveiled. A
laneway within the
market, String Bean
Alley, now houses 26
artisans, producers
and collectors in
repurposed shipping
containers, with 12
new tenants having
joined the mix.
qvm.com.au

Jake’s Kitchen

WORDS: VICTORIA KHROUNDINA | IMAGES: AIM ARIS

Jake Caval is the passionate selftaught cook behind this food truck
that focuses on authentic home-made
dishes; the chef's Maltese-Italian
heritage informs his menu of handmade
pastas (pictured) and arancini (stuffed
rice balls). Operating since March, the
red-and-white truck can be found in
Sunbury, The Ascot Lot and Berwick’s
Akoonah Night Market throughout
November and December. fb.com/
jakecavalskitchen

The Bearded Jaffle
Like most Aussie kids, brothers Adam, Max and Todd Gawn grew
up eating grilled sandwiches. So when Max, an Australian Football
League player, had an idea for a food truck that “hones in on my
love of bloody good coffee and humble, real food”, carpenter
Adam fitted out a 1979 Ford F100 for that very purpose, and
The Bearded Jaffle was born. The vintage vehicle is apt for the
nostalgia-inducing menu of toasties, from a ham and cheese classic
with house-made tomato relish, to an ode to parmigiana that’s filled
with Doritos-crumbed popcorn chicken. The truck’s a regular at The
Ascot Lot in Ascot Vale. thebeardedjaffle.com
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The Gin House
When the city’s rowdy Pham Ngu
Lao neighborhood gets too busy,
escape into The Gin House, hiding a
few streets north. The bar has been
going strong since 2016, but an April
renovation has provided its ginobsessed owner, Thanh Tan, the push
to expand the space and refresh the
menu. Try the Banh Mi Op La (omelette
baguette) which offers umami flavors
enhanced with Vietnamese spices.
Perch on highchairs around intimate
candlelit tables or check out an
impressive collection of gin bottles at
the bar. fb.com/theginhousesaigon

These places
can get crowded
on weekends, so
call dibs on seats
by booking a table
ahead of
your visit

Ho Chi Minh City

Raising the bar
1

If you’re looking for an upscale
nightlife experience in Saigon,
check out these hot new bars
in Districts 1 and 2

1

4

SMOG
5

The frustration of Ho Chi Minh City’s
stop-start metro construction is
keenly felt on Le Loi Street, where
you’ll find dystopian-themed SMOG.
“We’re trying to do something
different,” co-founder Vu Tuan An
says. “Saigon is chaos, and we
want to harness that chaos for
the bar.” With a concept inspired
by the cyberpunk genre, the
interiors here are tinged with a
post-apocalyptic red hue while
cheerful staff are dressed in orange
jumpsuits. A compelling list of five
signatures includes The Shining
Paloma, a sweet and sour infusion of
tequila, pink grapefruit liqueur and
grapefruit tonic, served in a chili saltrimmed glass. fb.com/smogsaigon

6
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Irusu Lounge

2

5

6

Named after the Japanese act of
pretending to be out when someone
knocks at your door, Irusu Lounge lies
hidden in an unassuming alleyway
that’s a short distance from the
Notre Dame Cathedral. Adding to the
Japanese theme are black and gold
interiors that feature eye-popping
photographs of tattooed Yakuza
members. Signature drinks include
the Irusu Sour, which mixes Japanese
plum liqueur with shiitake-infused
honey, sudachi limes and Angostura
Bitters. “We also pride ourselves on
our tableside mixology,” explains group
operations manager Nguyen Cao.
fb.com/irusulounge

2

Ryu
Marvel at the commanding vistas
of the historic Grand Hotel Saigon
from Ryu, located above Dong Khoi
Street. A floor-to-ceiling corner
window makes the most of the
scenes outside, which you can enjoy
from intimate tables. Alternatively,
sit at the cozy bar and watch the
bartenders at work. “The best drinks
I make are customized cocktails,”
founder and lead bartender Tien Duc
says. “It’s challenging, but I always
try and match the drink to the mood
of the customer.” Don’t be put off
by the seedy entrance shared with
a dubious spa – any doubts will melt
away once you step inside the bar.
fb.com/ryu.cocktailbar
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Dram

The Cocktail Merchants

A new kid on the block that opened
its doors to a neighborhood of expats
and locals in October, Dram is nestled
in District 2’s Thao Dien and boasts
a rooftop garden bedecked with
ancient trees and a billiards room.
The dark wooden floors and British
racing green walls set the stage
for crisply dressed bartenders that
craft bespoke cocktails and themed
whisky flights. “There are a lot of folks
out there who are tentative about
the entire Scotch whisky category,”
Australian co-founder Andy O’Brien
says. “So drinking in the flight format
is helpful.” fb.com/dramwhiskybar

Welcome aboard The Cocktail
Merchants, a maritime-themed bar
that opened in July. The theme reflects
the six years that the owners spent
traveling around the world, gleaning
inspiration at every port. The menu –
presented on a treasure map – offers
an array of inventive tipples, as well as
wines made from local produce such
as mango. Aside from tropical wines,
ingredients used for the cocktails
include honey from the north, pepper
from the south and the fingered citron,
a bizarre-looking citrus fruit commonly
found on Vietnamese prayer altars.
fb.com/thecocktaimerchantssgn

3
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Six people on our radar this month

1

Malou Araneta
Romero designs
tattoo-inspired
wooden bags

IMAGE: ESTAN CABIGAS

Starting a fashion accessories
business came naturally to designer
Malou Araneta Romero, who
studied interior design in university
and worked as a commercial
model as a young adult. "I stopped
modeling after I had my kids, but I
am still constantly surrounded by
friends from the industry. Fashion
has become a part of my life," she
says. In 2011, Romero founded
luxury accessories brand Joanique,
named after her two children.
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STORY BEHIND THE DESIGN:

Pintados bags
by Joanique

"We use ethically sourced
acacia wood. Artisans from
the small town of Paete in
Laguna province hand-carve
the patterns using
techniques passed down
from older generations."

"The dark, natural
finish of each bag is
complemented by a
bright and colorful
strap made of genuine
snakeskin leather and
traditional T'nalak
fabric."

Noelle Q
de Jesus
publishes
her second
short-stor y
collection

Joanique Studio
5925 Algier Street,
Poblacion,
Makati City
+63 2 8816 2830
joanique.com

PHILIPPINEAIRLINES.COM

“

The Pintados
(painted people)
believed their
tattoos had
magical qualities

”
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lust, history and
ra in thirteen storie
politics,
sometimes laugh s that made me think, feel,
– MIA ALVAR, and
out loud.”
author of the award
-winning In The Count
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In Cursed and Other
Stories, readers
will encounter the
love, and hope that
pain,
resides in every
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all these people
s are for
all over the globe
, who are making
strangers; for all
lives easier for
the people who
wear their nation
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where people parade through the city
decked in body paint, colorful feathers and
elaborate masks.
For the Pintados collection, Romero took
her cue from tribal tattoos. “I created four
designs in dark and light tones. The patterns
that you see on the surface are from two
traditional Visayan tattoos: Pinaliid, which is
triangular, and Chuyos, which is curvy," she
explains, adding that she gave the bags a
more contemporary shape to complement
the traditional look of the wood, patterns
and straps, which are made from a mix of
indigenous weaves and snakeskin.
joanique.com – Devi de Veyra

NOELLE Q. DE JESU
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The designer was recently in the City
of Lights to present her brand’s latest
collection at Premiere Classe Paris, an annual
trade show held during Paris Fashion Week.
There, she introduced Pintados, a line
of decorative bags made from sustainable
acacia wood that are hand-carved by
artisans from Paete, a small municipality
in the Philippines that is regarded as the
country's woodcarving capital.
A keen observer of local cultural
traditions, Romero has always referenced the
motherland in her works; she once created a
line of bags inspired by the bold and festive
imagery of Bacolod’s MassKara Festival,

IMAGE: ESTAN CABIGAS (BAGS)
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At 51, like many women her age,
author Noelle Quintos de Jesus has
spent much of her life making a home,
earning an income and raising a family.
But that hasn't stopped people from
asking her why it's taking so long to
finish writing. "Nobody ever asks male
writers how old they were when they
wrote their first novel,” she exclaims
with mock indignation, followed by
her characteristic belly laugh.
“The truth is, I feel like I'm in my
element at this age. I'm more
experienced at life and more
cognizant of different perspectives.”
Born in the US, raised in Manila and
residing in Singapore for the past 20
years, the author will be launching her
second short-story collection, Cursed
and Other Stories, at the Singapore
Writers Festival on November 6, four
years after her first anthology, Blood,
was released to critical acclaim.
Another Immense Sky, a novel, is now
in draft mode and will hopefully be
available next year.
Fiction

"These are the
tattoo-inspired
patterns that we use
on our Pintados bags:
Karayan (waves),
inong-oo (snake),
tiniktiku (centipede),
pinaliid (mountain),
inar-archan (ladder)
and inalapat
(triangular ferns)."

“There are days when I think a little
too highly of myself and there are
days when I think everything I write is
terrible,” chuckles de Jesus, who is one
of the first authors to be represented
by Penguin Random House Southeast
Asia, which opened its Singapore
headquarters in February. “Rejection
letters keep me honest.” Much of her
fiction explores politics in the world
in parallel with politics in the family,
global challenges alongside domestic
ones, mostly told from the perspective
of Filipino characters from different
places, backgrounds and generations.
In her short story "Wanting", part
of the Cursed and Other Stories
collection, she challenges perceptions
of a Filipino family in pursuit of the
American dream, while in "Michael",
she considers political justice in her
home nation. De Jesus says that she
writes what she knows: “I've been
married long enough, I've raised two
children and sent them off to college,
so I have experienced many types of
domestic conflict. I am Filipino but also
Singaporean, though I wasn't born in
either location. I relate very much to
the Filipino sensibility, and yet do not.
I am able to see us and our culture and
problems as an outsider.”
She admits that like most writers,
she is motivated by a desire to change
hearts and minds. “Great literature
changes perceptions, persuades
readers of certain themes, so that
their world opens up a little. I am also
driven by rage and dissatisfaction at
what people do and believe. I channel
that into my fiction; it gives the words
power.” penguin.sg
– Sharon Crowther

SGD18.90
www.penguin.
sg

NOELLE Q. DE JES
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Eight years after being named runner-up
in season three of RuPaul’s Drag Race,
Filipino-American drag queen Manila Luzon
has never been more in demand. Having
completed tours of Europe, Australia and
South America this year, she recently
featured on US drama series General
Hospital. Manila Luzon is also part of
Philippine retail brand SM’s 2019 holiday
campaign and will perform at The Palace
Manila on November 10.
It has not always been this way.
Although Manila Luzon has worked full time
as a drag queen since 2011, her career
positively exploded last year when she
returned to compete in RuPaul’s Drag
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Race All Stars 4, wowing audiences with
her thoughtful, thematic costumes and
smart, tongue-in-cheek style of drag.
Born Karl Westerberg in Cottage
Grove, Minnesota, to a Filipina mother
and an American father of SwedishGerman descent, he chose the name
Manila Luzon in 2002 after coming out of
the closet – dressed from head to toe in
his mom’s clothes. “My mother had this
huge wardrobe full of colorful clothes and
coordinated outfits, as well as traditional
Filipino costumes. When I finally came
out as gay, I thought I might as well come
out of the closet with all these amazing
dresses,” she says.
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Drag queen Manila Luzon
serves Philippine-inspired looks

Why did you choose the
stage name Manila Luzon
and how is she different to
Karl Westerberg?
Growing up, my Filipino
heritage was always
present, thanks to my
mother. We were active in
the Filipino cultural society,
where we practiced and
performed folk dances
such as tinikling, singkil
and pandanggo. I think
that’s where my love of
performing first began.
As a drag queen, I
wanted a name that
showcased my Asian roots.
Manila is my mom's and my
grandma’s city, while Luzon
is the island Manila sits on.
The longer I do drag, the
more Manila becomes part
of who Karl is. Karl can be
shy, but nobody wants to
watch a shy drag queen.
Manila brings out a side
to my personality that I
didn’t use to feel confident
enough to show to the
world. But as time goes
by, Manila and Karl are
gradually melding into the
same person.
You started out as a
graphic designer. How
has that led you to where
you are today?
I graduated with a Bachelor
of Fine Arts, specializing in
graphic design, from the
University of Minnesota
Duluth, and worked as
a graphic designer in
New York City for five
years before becoming a
professional drag queen.
I consider myself a
visual artist more than a
drag performer, and I think
one of the reasons I’ve
been successful is that I’ve
applied my knowledge of
graphic design, fine arts,

PHILIPPINEAIRLINES.COM

performance, marketing
and branding to my work.
Manila Luzon has a clearly
defined brand and that
sets me apart from a lot of
other queens.

“

I don't consider
myself a role
model; I'm
just being me,
someone who
has learned to
accept myself
and celebrate
my differences

”

In recent years, RuPaul’s
Drag Race has evolved
from a niche show catering
predominantly to gay men
to having a more universal
appeal. Why do you think
that is?
RuPaul’s Drag Race
celebrates the weirdos, the
freaks and the eccentrics.
It portrays gay people in
ways they are seldom seen
in the media, as most gay
characters are written by
straight people. But we’re
not characters who have
been created, we’re just
being ourselves.
The show gives you
access to the normal men
and women behind all
the wigs and makeup. I
believe it’s enabled a lot of
hyper-masculine gay men
to embrace their feminine
side and become more
accepting of themselves.
For women – both
straight and gay – I think
seeing a fully grown man
transform himself into an
ultra-glamorous, feminine
woman using makeup
and clothes is inspiring. It
shows that everyone can be
who they want to be, and
everyone can be beautiful.
What’s next for
Manila Luzon?
I was recently inducted into
the Society of Prometheans
at the University of
Minnesota Duluth, which
recognizes alumni who
have excelled to the
highest level in their art and
profession. This has inspired

me to set up a scholarship
to support the studies of
LGBT-identifying people at
my old school.
I’ve worked with Gilead
Sciences, which develops
antiretroviral therapies
for HIV/AIDS, and I'm
outspoken about breaking
down the stigma that still
exists for people living with
HIV and AIDS.
Apart from that, I will
continue to explore every
opportunity to continue
inspiring my fans. I don’t
consider myself a role
model; I’m just being me,
someone who has learned
to accept myself and
celebrate my differences.
If unapologetically
showcasing that to the
world is influencing others
to do the same, I must be
doing something right.
You’re performing at
The Palace in Manila on
November 10. What are
you most looking forward
to when you're in town?
I visited Manila for the first
time when I was 13 and
I’ve been back a handful
of times over the years.
This will be my third
performance at The Palace.
I’m always thrilled to be
in Manila: I love the food,
the people and their
incredible hospitality.
I love that the name
I chose to represent my
Filipino heritage has
become so big and
global and that I get to
introduce people to this
fantastic country.
What am I looking
forward to doing? Eating.
Adobo, pancit, lumpia –
I love it all. instagram.
com/manilaluzon
– Isabelle Kliger
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Jeweler Paul
Syjuco lets
gems shine in
his latest pieces
In Paris last year, Paul Syjuco was
visiting the Musée de Minéralogie
– which has one of the world's
largest mineral collections – when
he noticed spiderwebs in one
corner. "It reminded me of how
cobwebs are similar to crystals
because of their elaborate detail
and intrinsic strength. A crystal
is actually made up of intricate
patterns of atoms," the trained
gemologist recalls.
And just like that, the thirdgeneration jeweler and founder
of fine jewelry brand Aum by Paul
Syjuco was transported back to
his youth: summers at his mother's
office, bored and carelessly
playing with precious stones,
unaware of their value; the smell of
torching and sounds of continuous
hammering, filing and sawing at his
grandmother's atelier; spending
hours peering at gems through a
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Syjuco strings
together heavy
Tahitian pearls to
form this Y-shaped
necklace. Their
gunmetal sheen
sets off the faceted
transparency of
the teardrop
kunzite pendant

microscope while attending the
Graduate Gemologist Program at
the GIA School in Bangkok.
Inspired by this flashback of
memories, Syjuco decided to
depart from his usual themes –
his two previous collections were
inspired by Art Deco and the
Spanish Modernisme movement
– and focus on the clarity and
transparency of gems for his
just-launched 80-piece Cristal
collection. "Cristal is about
going back to my roots and
being inspired by the gems – the
study of which I truly enjoy and
appreciate,” he says. The focus for
this new range is not on design
paradigms but something more
intangible: “It's about lightness,
purity and positive energy. It’s
just a place where I am right now."
paulsyjuco.com
– Joanna Francisco

The unassuming
arachnid is given a
fresh perspective,
with the pearl and
diamonds playfully
emphasizing the
spider’s elegant
body
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5

Bryan McClelland
champions
Filipiniana in his
Intramuros bar

create a deeper appreciation for
the Philippines. And moving from
Makati to Intramuros has allowed
us to develop a market for people
really looking for things that are
distinctly Filipino."
Located on a two-level building
within the Plaza San Luis complex,
the bar serves ice cream made from
local ingredients such as guyabano
(soursop), mango, ube, macapuno
(coconut flesh) and sweet corn, as
well as local craft beer and coffee.
On the ground floor a shelf
displays Philippine-made items
including bamboo toothbrushes,
lotion, soap, bags and wallets.
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Upstairs, the former door to
McClelland's Makati bar has been
repurposed into a communal
table. “Our furniture is made of
engineered bamboo or reclaimed
wood. We tried to upcycle and
innovate with local materials;
everything is locally sourced and
made. We’re trying to highlight
sustainability,” he says. The whole
complex recreates a residential and
commercial setting in the 1950s, he
adds. “In that community, Batala
Bar could have well been a coffee
shop slash pub, for all we know."
instagram.com/batalabar
– Chuck D Smith
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When Bryan Benitez McClelland
shut down his Makati restaurant
and bar in December, little did
he know that it would become a
blessing in disguise. It presented
with him an opportunity to
relaunch it six months later,
this time in the heritage area of
Intramuros, where time stands
still with 16th-century Catholic
churches, cobblestone streets
and buildings designed in the
colonial style.
Called Batala Bar, it is named
after Bathala, the supreme god
the Tagalog people believed in
during pre-colonial times. “But
without the 'h' because we’re a
little less holy,” McClelland jokes.
“The idea for Batala Bar is to

6
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where the artist, who also dabbles
in creating theater sets, examines
the nature of stage props.
Through the piece, he delves
into how an object changes
meaning as soon as a performer
picks it up and employs it as a
tool to tell a story – and the way it
crosses over to becoming a relic
when an actor is done with it.
For this endeavor, Pastrana
has enjoined the services of two
theater groups: the Manila-based
Langgam Performance Troupe and
Singapore’s own P7:1SMA. Both will
engage and “activate” a group of
objects the artist created “out of
the stuff that populate my current
life”: a severed tongue made of
Play-Doh and his wife’s makeup; a
pair of rusty shears and used coffee
grounds; and rat figurines made
from old socks and studio debris.

Pastrana is more interested in
investigating the process rather
than the existence of a final
artwork. This was evidenced in
“Indivisibilis”, his 2009 show at
Silverlens gallery in Manila, where
the centerpiece was a boat that
journeyed from Kyoto to Busan to
Manila, taken apart and put back
together in each port, becoming
less and less of what it once was.
His works often range from
the highly intellectual to the
very emotional, but the artist
says he always tries to strike a
balance while squeezing in a
little humor. Of his Singapore
Biennale presentation, Pastrana
says: “I hope the work will be able
to swing across the spectrum
and not be one-dimensional."
singaporebiennale.org
– Jerome B Gomez
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Easily accessible, everyday objects
have always fascinated Filipino
conceptual artist and curator GaryRoss Pastrana.
In his previous shows, he made
use of a dictionary, his mother’s
jewelry, a wooden ladder, a
wooden boat and even an
abandoned automobile.
“Likewise, I always find the
objects made by prisoners – tools
fashioned out of toothbrushes, and
garters – to have a special kind of
poetic value that I hope to channel
in my own work,” the artist says.
For his participation in this year’s
Singapore Biennale, from November
22 to March 22 next year, he gets to
indulge his interest in objects again
– and explore the meanings imbued
in them by human intervention.
"Properties" is a complex
sculpture slash theatrical work

IMAGES: SILVERLENS (PORTRAIT)

Artist GaryRoss Pastrana
explores the
hidden lives of
stage props

Shop
Arts and craft from the Philippines

HOME
BOUND
Refresh your living space
with sleek home accessories
crafted in the Philippines
Photogr aphy RG Medes tomas

Weight of
the world
Bowl in cracked yellow
tiger pen shell by Arden
Classic, P28,400; arden.ph
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Along
the grain
Creo tray collection (in
oak crown, tamo ash
veneer and lahar resin) by
South Sea, P2,660 each;
southseaveneer.com
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Pitcher
perfect
Nova pitchers in
Marmorcast (in navy
blue, celadon and
pear) by Nature's
Legacy, P7,900–P9,800;
natureslegacy.com
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Lights out
Vasco table lamp II
by Triboa Bay Living,
P16,767; triboabay.com
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Vase off
Handmade fine bone
china totem pole vases
(22.5cm and 27cm)
by Nature's Legacy,
P1,050 and P1,840;
csmphilippines.com
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I was born in Manila but raised in Toronto,
where my family migrated when I was five.
My parents met in Manila: dad is from
Quezon, while mom hails from Iloilo. Manila is
a city that holds many memories for me. My
sister still lives there, and my last visit was in
2011, to celebrate dad's 70th birthday and
when I found out I was pregnant with my
first child.
In Canada, I grew up in Mississauga, a
suburb in Toronto, but moved downtown for
university. Since then, I’ve settled in this part
of the city and I now live in Leslieville with
my husband and three children. It’s
wonderful to see how this neighborhood has
grown and flourished in the last seven years.
When my first son was born, I was a
business marketing analyst. But things
changed when he began showing signs of
food allergy at six months old. I knew
nothing about such health conditions so it
was a steep learning curve. We eventually
discovered he would have adverse reactions
to some food items, including peanuts, tree
nuts, dairy products, eggs and other
common ingredients found in many dishes.
I started reading up on the topic,
engaging in food allergy advocacy, creating
an online community and support group for
parents of children with allergies in Toronto
and writing a blog called HypeFoodie.com.
That led to me becoming a bi-weekly
contributor to the Huffington Post, where I
wrote a column called the "Allergy-friendly
Recipe Makeover". This involved offering
alternative recipes to popular dishes such as
pumpkin pie and shortbread cookies,
without common allergens like eggs, wheat,

GOING GLOBAL

WITH PAULINE OSEÑA
A marketing analyst before her son’s dietary needs prompted
her to become a full-time, food-allergy advocate, Pauline Oseña
is the owner of a clean-eating and allergy-aware restaurant in Toronto.
The mother of three takes time out of her busy schedule to show us
around the family-friendly, waterfront neighborhood of Leslieville
As told to Waheeda H arris
Photography Jos hua Bes t

IMAGE: RACHAEL ANNABELLE ON UNSPLASH

Toronto

soy, nuts and dairy. Although I don’t have
formal restaurant training, I love to cook. For
that, I thank my mom,
who taught me the essentials of
Filipino cuisine.
While learning to test recipes, the priority
was to feed my son without compromising
his health, but it was important that my food
tasted good too. As he got older and it
became less appropriate to bring his own
food to restaurants, my husband and I
recognized the need for a restaurant where
people with dietary restrictions can dine.
We decided to start our own restaurant that
would serve up allergen-free dishes.
We opened Hype Food Co, on the corner
of Gerrard Street and Jones Avenue in
Leslieville, in May 2018. We didn’t hire a
restaurant consultant – instead, I learned
from friends in the F&B industry about recipe
development and food service, focusing on
creating systems that would avoid crosscontamination between ingredients, like
ensuring cutting boards and knives are
cleaned after every use and placing all
ingredients in covered containers with
dedicated tongs.
I’m committed to offering great food that
is free from gluten, dairy, nuts, soy, sesame,
fish and eggs. Everything at Hype Food Co is
made in-house. I want to make our space a
welcoming place for families: There is a train
play table and a Lego table for kids as well
as drawing boards and books, and an area to
park strollers. Many of our regular customers
don't have any dietary restrictions, but visit
us daily because they appreciate tasty
homecooked meals.

G O IN G G LO BAL | TO RO NTO

SATURDAY
9AM

My weekend begins with my
family and I visiting one of our
favorite places in the east end,
the Evergreen Brick Works.
The kids love to play in the
outdoor area and the hiking trails
are not too challenging. It has
several old buildings, and it’s
an important part of Toronto’s
history as a former factory and
quarry in the Don River Valley
that was revived as a multi-use
space. I love that you can see the
decades-old graffiti on the former
brick factory walls.

10:30AM

Token Gift Shop is a quaint
little shop owned by Leslieville
couple Nicole Babin and Stefan
Powell. I like to pick up unique
gifts for all ages here, such as tea
towels depicting iconic Toronto
landmarks by British artist Julia
Gash. The store is committed to
sustainability and reducing waste.
1

1
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12PM

A ten-minute walk
from Hype Food Co on
Greenwood Avenue is
Maha's. It
opened in 2014
and has since
been expanded to
accommodate more
diners. This Egyptian
brunch place has
so many creative
dishes like shakshuka
(eggs scrambled
with tomato), the
Cairo Classic (fava
beans, eggs, tomato,
bread and falafel)
and Beleella (slow
cooked barley, milk,
vanilla, sugar, raisin,
walnut and shredded
coconut). There's
always a line but
it's worth the wait
– especially for its
honey-cardamom latte!
2

3

4

CITY GUIDE
Saturday
Evergreen Brick Works
550 Bayview Avenue
evergreen.ca/evergreenbrick-works

5

Token Gift Shop
777 Queen Street East
tokentoronto.com
Maha’s
226 Greenwood Avenue
mahasbrunch.com
2

Crow’s Theatre
345 Carlaw Avenue
crowstheatre.com
Lahore Tikka House
1365 Gerrard Street East
lahoretikkahouse.com
Yard Sale Bar
1062 Gerrard Street East
yardsalebar.com
Wayla Bar & Lounge
996 Queen Street East
waylabar.ca

4

2PM

3
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5
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We don’t have to go all the
way to the Theatre District
to catch a show. The Crow's
Theatre is a 200-seater
playhouse in Leslieville that
offers morning, matinee
and evening performances
such as Shakespeare’s Julius
Caesar or The Flick by Annie
Baker. It’s beside a swanky
restaurant – Gare de l’Est,
a contemporary French
brasserie perfect for pretheater bites like charcuterie
and cheese or petit moules
(mussels in white wine and
garlic sauce).
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5:30PM

Everybody loves the lively back patio and the colorful
tuk-tuk that decorates the entrance of Lahore Tikka
House in the Gerrard India Bazaar – Toronto’s Little
India district on the eastern end of Leslieville. This
eatery can get a bit chaotic with its shared tables, but
that’s all part of the fun. Try the classic curry, biryani,
tandoori dishes and traditional kulfi ice cream.
6

IMAGE: FB.COM/MUSEUMOFCONTEMPORARYART (SIDEBAR)

6

C U LT U R E H U B
At the heart of Toronto’s Junction Triangle is the 10-floor Museum of
Contemporary Art, which relocated to the industrial Tower
Automotive Building last year. The museum showcases a diverse
collection of exhibits – from bottle caps and car parts to abstract
paintings and video installations – across a 5,109m 2 space. The
highlight? A permanent collection of works by well-known Canadian
artists like photographer Edward Burtynsky, printmaker and sculptor
Betty Goodwin, abstract painter Yves Gaucher and artist Micah Lexier.
Don’t forget to visit the Art Metropole bookstore for a curated
selection of Canadian art books, and organic bakery chain Forno
Cultura for classic Italian bakes and coffee by a third generation of
bakers. museumofcontemporaryart.ca

PHILIPPINEAIRLINES.COM
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7PM

We love going to
Yard Sale Bar to
enjoy its rooftop
patio. It just opened
this summer, and
also happens to be
right next door to
Hype Food Co. It
offers delicious retro
cocktails paired with
a rotating menu of
appetizers and is a
great place to
unwind after a long
day, thanks to its
eclectic soundtrack
of ABBA, Electric
Light Orchestra and
Joni Mitchell.

IMAGE: YARDSALEBAR, WAYLA BAR & LOUNGE

7

7

8

8

9PM

A former industrial space,
9 Wayla Bar & Lounge
features a long narrow
expanse and brick walls that
make up a laid-back spot to
meet friends after work. The
bar’s regular schedule of
live music is a great way to
discover new and emerging
musicians.

PHILIPPINEAIRLINES.COM

9
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SUNDAY
9AM

On Sunday mornings, my
family and I visit the
10 Leslieville Farmers’ Market
at Jonathan Ashbridge Park,
not far from the shores
of Lake Ontario. After
shopping for fresh fruit and
vegetables, many people
take out their picnic blankets
to relax on the grass, enjoy
food and listen to live music.
Sometimes we go to the
11 12 13 14 15 Sunday Artisan
Market at Evergreen Brick
Works for local produce.

11

10

CITY GUIDE
Sunday
Leslieville
Farmers’ Market
20 Woodward Avenue
leslievillemarket.com
Sunday Artisan Market
550 Bayview Avenue
evergreen.ca/
evergreen-brick-works
Hype Food Co
1060 Gerrard
Street East
hypefoodco.ca
13
12

Greenwood Park
150 Greenwood Avenue
toronto.ca
Gadabout Vintage
1300 Queen Street East
gadaboutvintage.com
Dineen Outpost
1043 Gerrard
Street East
dineencoffee.com/
store.php
Queen Margherita Pizza
1402 Queen Street East
qmpizza.com
Black Lab Brewing
818 Eastern Avenue
blacklab.beer

14
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16

11AM

It's a Toronto tradition to go for leisurely
lunches on Sundays. The build-your-own meal
menu at Hype Food Co has options for
everyone in the family, including those with
dietary restrictions and vegans. There are
zucchini noodle and salad bowls for the
health-conscious, pasta with marinara sauce
for traditionalists, and our iconic chicken
coconut green curry rice bowl. Finish off your
meal with dessert from the large selection of
plant-based and gluten-free cupcakes,
donuts, cookies and dairy-free soft-serve ice
cream, while kids entertain themselves in the
play area.
16
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1:30PM

My favorite park in this
neighborhood is 17 Greenwood
Park. When my children were
young, we would come here
nearly every day, enjoying the
playground or watching the dogs
run around in the leash-free area.
There's also an outdoor skating
rink that doubles up as a concrete
track in the summer. My three kids
learned how to cycle, scooter and
skate here.

17

3PM

Looking for a 1950s evening gown
or vintage homeware? You can
find so many collectables and
quirky knick-knacks that spark
nostalgia at Gadabout Vintage,
a two-story shop that sells
garments dating from the 1800s
to the 1970s.

4PM

When I need to do some
work away from the
restaurant, I go to
Dineen Outpost just a
few shops down for a
much-needed hit of
caffeine. It’s the third
location for this boutique
coffee chain, and the only
one that offers cocktails.
18

19

18
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6:30PM

Not many people know that
restaurant chain 20 Queen
Margherita Pizza’s first location
was in Leslieville before it became
a city-wide name with two more
branches. For dinner my pick is
the delicious Neapolitan-style
pizza, which uses Ontario-sourced
ingredients like mozzarella. The
restaurant has such an easy-going
vibe – it’s my favorite go-to spot for
date nights or big family gatherings.

20

8PM

To finish off the weekend, I
head to Black Lab Brewing,
a brewery and tap room
that’s dog-friendly – the
owners took inspiration for
this concept from their black
labrador Snoopy, who is also
the store’s unofficial mascot.
This two-story watering hole
is where I can chill out with a
cold IPA or pale ale before
preparing for another busy
week of work and family life.
21

21

Experience a heartwarming,
world-class journey with the
Philippines' only 4-Star Airline.
PAL flies up to 7x weekly
between Manila and Toronto.
Website: philippineairlines.com
Facebook: fb.com/flyPAL
Reservations (Manila):
+63 2 8885 8888
TORONTO
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Swingaround tour package:
swingaround.philippineairlines.com
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CURATOR IN

RESIDENCE
Patrick Flores, the Filipino artistic
director of Singapore Biennale 2019,
which starts this month and ends
in March next year, welcomes us
to his art-filled home in Quezon City

By Moz ar t Pas t rano
Photography AR
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WALKING INTO THE
ART-LADEN HOUSE OF
CURATOR AND ACADEMIC
PATRICK FLORES
is like entering a different zone where
time slows down and inspiration can be
found in every corner. Located within
the leafy Quezon City campus of the
University of the Philippines, the 1960s
bungalow was originally built to house
faculty members. Flores has made this
tranquil place his home since 2009 – in
the mornings, he wakes up to the sounds
of birds, the wind and rustling leaves.
This afternoon, he is sitting behind a
wooden dining table, serving us tea and
biscuits. When asked about the
provenance of the many artworks
displayed around his home, he makes it
clear that they were all acquired before
he became a curator of the Vargas
Museum, a position he has been holding
for ten years now. "They were either
given to me as a present or I won them
from fund-raising events – because I am
not a collector,” Flores emphasizes.
Maintaining his independence and
impartiality is important to the art
historian, whose biggest project to date
kicks off on November 22 in the Lion
City, where he has taken on the mantle
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of artistic director for the sixth edition
of its contemporary art biennale, one of
the most important art festivals in
Southeast Asia by sheer size and
budget. The event will feature more
than 70 artists and collectives from
around 20 countries in the region and
beyond. "The Singapore Biennale 2019
puts its faith squarely in the potential of
art – and its understanding – to rework
the world," Flores says.
This daunting role is not the first for
the Iloilo-born art educator, who was
part of the inaugural Bangkok Art
Biennale 2018 and the curator of the
Philippine Pavilion when the country
returned to the Venice Biennale four
years ago after a 51-year absence.
Preparing for the Singapore event meant
spending a lot of time out of the
Philippines, visiting artists' studios and
considering their works for inclusion in
the Biennale. So during the rare times
that he is home, Flores ensures he makes
the most of it.
“I love the time I spend at home when
I’m not traveling. I take care of my
garden; it’s a rewarding feeling to see
plants thrive over time and very
humbling to see them wither after rain
or having been seared by the sun,” he
says. In decorating his home, Flores
retained its style and structure,
choosing merely to enhance its design
with carefully curated items. “The house
may be difficult to maintain – there’s
always something to fix – but its
environment is priceless.”

PHILIPPINEAIRLINES.COM

TOP LEFT
"The two paintings placed
alongside each other are by two of
the most important artists of their
generation: Nona Garcia and Yasmin
Sison (now married to artist Mariano
Ching). Nona and Yasmin represent
a period roughly around the late
1990s and early 2000 when, after
studying art in university, they
spent time in artist-initiated spaces
exploring the limits and potential of
painting, subjecting it to questions
around realism or its capacity to
absorb collage techniques.
I am particularly fond of Yasmin’s
painting (left) because it combines
a fragment of a wallpaper and a
painting that appropriates an iconic
image of Lamberto Avellana’s film
Anak Dalita, or at least that’s what
comes to mind whenever I look
at it. I wrote on Philippine cinema
while I was a university student and
my PhD thesis was on the actress
Nora Aunor."
LEFT
"This was a gift from Wilson Shieh,
a wonderful artist from Hong
Kong who sensitively reflects on
history and sharply comments
on contemporary concerns. He
does this through the gongbi
(Chinese finebrush) technique.
The appearance is so delicate and
yet the meanings are dense. They
can be fun, too, especially when
he alludes to the actor Chow Yun
Fat or the singer Teresa Teng. I
cherish this work because it makes
reference to the map of Southeast
Asia, an area I work in as an art
historian and curator."

PHILIPPINEAIRLINES.COM
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TOP LEFT
"Antipas 'Biboy' Delotavo wanted
to give me a portrait. One fine
afternoon on the porch of Vargas
Museum, he asked me to sit for him
for a quick session. I always pose
awkwardly for any medium, whether
its photography or painting. But
Biboy was easygoing and had lots
of stories to tell, and it was all over
soon. The modest painting was
done alla prima (at first attempt)
– meaning no study, no image
reference, no underdrawing. I like
the directness and spontaneity of
it, its openness to impulse or the
elements, despite the tension that
cannot be repressed by the face of
the sitter. As a final touch, he writes
in Hiligaynon (we are both from
Iloilo), Mabuhi ka! – which roughly
translates to 'Cheers to you!'"
LEFT
"This treasure is Roberto Feleo’s
sawdust figure of the flagellant
encased in a glass cloche. It
is a part of an extensive series
on historical, everyday and
mythological personages. Above
it is an intriguing photograph
by Teena Saulo of children in a
town outside Manila performing
a crucifixion scene during Lent.
These tableaux take me to the
complexities of the Philippine
colonial heritage. They could well
make up my altar."
RIGHT
"A quiet seascape by Erwin
Leaño, built up deftly by a series
of tones to evoke water, horizon
and sky. I am taken by the subtle
abstraction and the commitment
to the palpable world. Erwin was
my student in the university’s basic
Humanities course."
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ABOVE
"This resin work by Renato Agustin
Ong is a vessel that enigmatically
references Mebuyan, a deity
of multiple breasts in Bagobo
mythology. I like the color, an
incandescent amber."
LEFT
"This is a favorite of mine – a
painting by Sadaharu Horio, who
was a member of the fabled Gutai
avant-garde group in Japan. I
met him in Kobe around 1999
while I was doing research for the
exhibition "Crafting Economies for
the Under Construction". He told
me he did art every day, and gave
me this work in which he dipped
a stone in an ink well, placed it
on a sheet of paper, and pushed
it across the surface with a paint
brush, leaving marks or strokes or,
well, calligraphy. What made the
painting happen, we all asked: the
stone or the brush? Or both?"

PHILIPPINEAIRLINES.COM
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RIGHT
"The color scheme of the house is
a mix of raisin, beige and a bit of
chartreuse and peridot. But this
Mike Muñoz painting gives the
whole bungalow a trace of red,
which echoes the floor. It's a fitting
reminder of the political life of the
nation in which the university is
thought to be a microcosm – as we
all know, Diliman, the place where
the campus sits, is both a rainforest
and a republic."
BELOW
"These small sculptures are by
Ronald Ventura and Duddley Diaz.
Ronald’s resin work is an image
of a bulul, or a representation of
a spirit in Northern Cordilleran
culture. Duddley’s piece is a bronze
depiction of his signature owl. Both
speak of the mythological world
through the very fulsome materials
of resin and bronze. The sculptures
can be the ever-vigilant guardians
of my house."

MANILA

Experience a heartwarming, worldclass journey with the Philippines'
only 4-Star Airline. PAL flies
to 41 international and 20 domestic
destinations from Manila.
Website:
philippineairlines.com
Facebook: fb.com/flyPAL
Reservations (Manila):
+63 2 8855 8888
Swingaround tour package:
swingaround. philippineairlines.com
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For decades, the Big Smoke
has been in love with the
distinctive sound of New
Orleans-style jazz. This
month, as over 70 venues
participate in a 10-day
citywide music festival
dedicated to the music
genre, we look at how a new
generation of musicians in
London is giving it a bold
new sound

RIFF,

SHOUT,
SWING
By Ar wen Joyce
Photography T im White
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Orleans, the British West Indies and West
Africa settled in London, transforming its
club scene and popularizing black music.
The city has been hooked ever since.
Thanks to renewed interest in the
genre, today’s crop of exciting new
musicians is celebrating and
reinterpreting jazz’s swinging brass sound
and walking bass lines. Earlier this year,
Pieroudis co-curated an immersive
day-to-night Mardi Gras party at Pop
Brixton, which drew a crowd of 10,000
people. In July, British double bassist and
composer Gary Crosby became the first
jazz musician to receive The Queen’s
Medal for Music for his contribution to the
musical life of Great Britain. And last
month, venerable London jazz club
Ronnie Scott’s celebrated its 60th
anniversary, capping off a year of special
events and sold-out shows.
Adding to the buzz are monthly music
showcases at Hoxton jazz club Nightjar,
where Pieroudis wades deep into the
Louisiana bayou to fish out hidden
musical treasures and create a low-down
funky New Orleans vibe. “I explore all the
permutations of New Orleans’ music,
including turn of the century jazz, 1950s

“LONDON’S LOVE
AFFAIR WITH JAZZ
GOES BACK A
CENTURY,”
says Kate Pieroudis, presenter of the UK
radio show “The Big Easy with Lil’ Koko” on
Jazz FM and frequent host of New Orleans
jazz nights in London nightclubs. We are
seated in a sunny Camden café and
Pieroudis, a born and bred East Londoner
with shiny dark curls and a broad smile, is
giving me a crash course on everything
New Orleans – from famed resident
Tennessee Williams’ prose and Cajun
cuisine to the city’s tradition of brass
band-accompanied funeral marches.
Born in New Orleans in the late 19th
century, jazz made its way to the Big
Smoke through recordings and visiting
performers, like The Original Dixieland Jazz
Band and the Southern Syncopated
Orchestra, after World War I. In the early
20th century, jazz musicians from New
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THIS SPREAD
Hip jazz club Kansas Smitty's
in London hosts regular live
performances of original
music by its very own jazz
group, the Kansas Smitty's
House Band, and other groups
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rhythm and blues, funk, brass bands, hip
hop, and the latest iteration of the genre,
bounce music, which grew out of an
expression of LGBTQ+ identity.”
Pieroudis is passionate about taking
people on a musical journey through the
barrelhouses and juke joints of New
Orleans. “It’s really about showcasing
more than a century of the vibrant,
colorful collision of cultures in New
Orleans and bringing its music to new
audiences,” she says.
LIKE PIEROUDIS, BRITISH TENOR
saxophonist Xhosa Cole loves the classic
sound and improvisational style of New
Orleans jazz and swing. The lanky
23-year-old, as eloquent as he is talented,
was named BBC Young Jazz Musician of
the Year at last year’s EFG London Jazz
Festival. He describes the past 12 months
as “intense” – he’s headlined shows,
played in festivals across the country and,
more recently, enrolled in a jazz program
at the prestigious Trinity College of Music
in London.

THIS PAGE
Radio presenter
Kate Pieroudis, also
known as DJ Lil' Koko,
spins jazz-inspired sets at
clubs across London
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Look out for these rising UK jazz musicians
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Nubya Garcia

Moses Boyd

Theon Cross

Dance music isn’t what
you’d normally associate
with the saxophone, but
this tenor is known for
combining the two in an
intense and frenetic style.
Listen to the 28-yearold’s latest four-track
album, When We Are.
nubyagarcia.com

This 27-year-old drummer
mixes synth sounds with
tricked out beats that
reference jazz greats
like Miles Davis, John
McLaughlin and Lenny
White. In 2018, he
released his third album,
Displaced Diaspora.
mosesboyd.co.uk

Hailed as one of London’s
bright new jazz stars,
this 26-year-old tuba
virtuoso takes early
New Orleans tunes and
introduces elements of
synth, grime and trap. His
full-length album is Fyah.
theoncross.bandcamp.
com
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“
Musical-education
funding cuts impact
everyone, not just
those of us aspiring
to be professional
musicians. The arts
bring people hope

”

THIS PAGE
British saxophonist
Xhosa Cole, named BBC
Young Jazz Musician
of the Year 2018,
is inspired by the
improvisational style
of New Orleans jazz
and swing

“I feel like everything is happening in
fast forward,” Cole confides, “but I’m
excited to keep pushing myself and to see
what the future holds.” In addition to
continuing his musical education, he will
play three shows at this year’s jazz
festival in London and continue
performing with his own quartet.
Cole makes improvising on the
saxophone look easy but confesses: “You
have to work really hard and graft on the
music in order to riff off it spontaneously
on stage.”
When he moved to the capital from
Birmingham a few months ago, the
musician joined a deep pool of young
talent making their mark in the city’s
jazz scene. Youth jazz education

PHILIPPINEAIRLINES.COM

establishments, such as the Julian Joseph
Jazz Academy and Tomorrow’s Warriors
talent agency, along with grassroots
music promoters like Jazz Re:freshed
and Total Refreshment Centre, are
teaching aspiring musicians the art of jazz
and giving them performance and
recording opportunities.
“I was lucky to come up in a golden
age of funding for youth arts,” Cole
shares. “Music is a great outlet for
students in tough situations so musicaleducation funding cuts impact everyone,
not just those of us aspiring to be
professional musicians. The arts bring
people hope.”
AS MUCH AS LONDON’S MUSICIANS
have paid homage to old-school jazz and
swing, they have also imbued the genre
with their own styles and influences. One
group of innovative artists who are
pushing jazz-influenced music in exciting
new directions is Steam Down, an awardwinning, six-member collective that
performs around the world and holds
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Wednesday night jam sessions, called SD
Weekly, when they are home in London.
During the jam sessions at Matchstick
Piehouse theater, the band’s musician
friends join them on stage and the
audience members become “co-creation
participants” in the musical experience.
The result is a high-tempo, electric dance
party that routinely overflows its
small venue under a converted railway
arch in Deptford.
“We are always thinking about how to
get everyone in the room involved in
every aspect of the event through
singing, dancing, clapping or even just
listening and being meditative. It’s

THIS PAGE
Steam Down, a six-member
collective, holds nighttime
jam sessions called SD
Weekly at Matchstick
Piehouse theater

entirely spontaneous and
improvisational,” says Ahnansé,
Steam Down’s multi-instrumentalist
founder. Most weeks, he is happily
surprised by how the improvisation
evolves. “We trust the process and each
other. That breeds new and unexpected
sounds, some of which become
integrated into the songs we write.”
He attributes SD Weekly’s popularity,
and the energy around the city’s jazz
scene in general, to the fact that “a
diasporic sound that’s unique to London
is being created”. It emerges from
classically trained jazz musicians like
himself who hail from multicultural London
and whose parents are immigrants from
the Caribbean and West Africa.
“We are creating new sounds and
pushing the boundaries of what can be
considered ‘jazz’ by drawing on elements
from our musical heritage – soca, calypso,
Afrobeat – and London’s electronic music
scene such as drum ’n’ bass, dubstep and
grime,” he explains.
The result is highly improvisational and
contains familiar elements of traditional

LISTEN UP
Get the full spectrum
of London jazz

Ronnie Scott’s
At this Soho institution,
the refined downstairs
club brings in the
biggest names in jazz
while the relaxed
140-capacity upstairs
bar features live bands,
DJs and dancing.
ronniescotts.co.uk
Kansas Smitty’s
This hotspot combines
excellent cocktails
with live music six
nights a week in
Broadway Market.
kansassmittys.com
Nightjar
This basement
speakeasy behind
an unmarked door
brings a tinge of 1920s
glamor to Old Street
and puts talented
jazz performers under
the spotlight every
night of the week.
barnightjar.com
The 100 Club
This venerable
350-capacity club on
Oxford Street has been
hosting jazz musicians
since 1942. Come on
Mondays to dance
the jitterbug and
jive with the London
Swing Dance Society.
the100club.co.uk
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THIS PAGE
Ahnansé, the one-name
founder and multiinstrumentalist of
Steam Down

SWING
O N BY
The 10-day EFG London
Jazz Festival from
November 15 to 24 is a
diverse, global music
celebration that
encompasses over 300
events across more
than 70 venues. There
are free events almost
every day, from talks to
workshops and pop-up
concerts – one such
event is She Is Jazz, the
festival’s flagship mass
participation project
on November 16 where
hundreds of female
artists will perform a
free concert with the
help of an all-women
creative team. The
project seeks to
address the continued
gender imbalance
within jazz music and
to highlight the
incredible talent of
amateur and
professional female
musicians.
efglondonjazzfestival.
org.uk
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jazz instrumentation – drums, trumpet,
saxophone – but it’s also something
completely new and exciting. Ahnansé
calls this new sound Afro-infinitism:
"Futurism only speaks to things in the
moment to come, but infinitism draws
from the past and imagines what can
happen in the future."
The common element in both the
perennial popularity and variety of New
Orleans jazz and the explosion of
London’s distinctive jazz sound is
multiculturalism, an exciting fusion of
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global identities that is reflected in the
music’s diverse audience – something
Pieroudis discovered when she was
spinning New Orleans music at The New
Empowering Church, an island-themed
warehouse club near Broadway Market.
“The DJ booth was suspended above
the crowd and I was struck by the
diversity of the audience – ageing
rockabillies, jazz fans, swing dancers,”
she says. “It was a huge crossover of
ages, cultures and interests. And that’s
what the music is as well.”

Experience a heartwarming, worldclass journey with the country’s only
4-Star Airline. PAL's new Airbus A350
flies nonstop 5x weekly from Manila
to London.
Website: philippineairlines.com
Facebook: fb.com/flyPAL
Reservations (Manila): +63 2 8885 8888
LONDON

Swingaround tour package:
swingaround.philippineairlines.com
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EXPRESSIONS
By lending their walls to local artists and offering fresh exposure,
some boutique hotels in San Francisco’s Tenderloin district are painting
a new way for residents and tourists to connect to the city

By L aura Kinir y
Photography Mat hew Scott
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had wanted to highlight the “especially
good art scene” in Tenderloin, so he set
about working with the Wildflowers
Institute, an organization that helps
communities become self-sustaining
through their own resources.
However, what began as a speakers’
series focusing on topics like how art
survives in a community soon morphed
into something completely different. “We
realized we weren't shining a spotlight on
the artists themselves,” the manager
says. Thus, Tilden Tuesday was born.
Here's how the program works: A new
local artist – usually found by Webb
through word of mouth or, in the case of
Ghaderi, by talking over cold brews in the
hotel’s Tilden Café – is given carte
blanche to take over two walls of the
hotel's lobby for two months. So far, the
artworks have ranged from experimental
digital portraits to Dada-inspired abstract
collages made of ripped and cut paper.
Price-wise, the pieces are affordable
and all of the proceeds go directly to the
artist. “Our sweet spot is between US$30

A SMALL CROWD
GATHERS ON THE
GROUND FLOOR OF
SAN FRANCISCO'S
TILDEN HOTEL,
drawn together by the vibrant pink and
black hues of artist Parisa Ghaderi, whose
silkscreen prints of a faceless roundbodied form known as Dumpling Girl hangs
on two walls of the hotel lobby. Across the
room, a couple of overnight guests enjoy
complimentary wine and bite-size eats,
while a solo guitarist strums an
instrumental rendition of popular tunes.
Known as Tilden Tuesday, this bimonthly casual reception that showcases
the works of local artists was started in
April 2018 by the hotel to engage with the
SF creative community. "Many of our artists
live within walking distance of the hotel,
and their works provide a good lens into
what's happening right here and now.
These kinds of projects help combat the
city's [gentrification],” says general
manager Jason Webb.
For many of San Francisco’s downtown
boutique hotels, establishing such
partnerships is a growing way to make a
largely touristic area more appealing to SF
residents, blurring the lines between us
and them in more ways than one.
Tilden is housed in a 1928 Art Deco
building along Taylor Street, in the city's
gritty Tenderloin neighborhood. Formerly
known as the Hotel Mark Twain, the historic
property reopened in 2017 with a new
name and a modern minimalist aesthetic –
one that celebrates art and artists, as seen
from the in-room botanical watercolors of
Southern painter Jenny Kiker and a hallway
mural of 3D hearts (3D glasses are on loan
at the front desk) painted by artist Gypsy
Joaquin EsSlowly.
Tilden itself was named after SF sculptor
Douglas Tilden, best known for his
baseball-themed sculpture, Our National
Pastime, in Golden Gate Park. “This gave
us an obvious art tie-in,” says Webb, who
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and US$1,000,” Webb says of the pricing,
but it can range as low as US$25 to US$50
for photograph reprints. The hotel also
commits to purchasing at least one piece
from the exhibition. One such example is
a mosaic-covered mannequin by
multimedia artist Chris Cook that now
hangs near the entrance to The Douglas
Room, a restaurant and bar serving New
American fare and inventive cocktails.
Tilden Tuesdays attract SF residents
who are looking for something fun to do
on a weeknight, while offering hotel
guests an authentic perspective of the
Tenderloin community beyond its issues
of homelessness – a concern for travelers
to the neighborhood these days. “These
artists present a different way of looking
at the Tenderloin,” Webb says, “and
guests seem to truly appreciate – and
want to purchase – local art.”
In the case of the artists, these
partnerships can open doors to further
collaborations. Ghaderi recalls a hotel
guest from Santa Barbara, a sociology
professor, who approached her in the

THIS SPREAD, CLOCKWISE
FROM TOP LEFT
Tilden Hotel's retro-inspired
signage; the hotel's café,
where artist talks are held;
general manager Jason Webb;
Fisherman by Leonardo Niño
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Rigoletto by John F Martin at
The Marker Hotel; the newly
renovated hotel is located in a
1920s building

lobby while she was hanging her pieces.
“She ended up purchasing two of my
smaller pieces right there, and a third one
a couple months later," the artist says.
They are still in contact, and have even
discussed working on an art show
focusing on femininity in LA. "I’ve never
thought of my work as especially
feminine, but her interest brought out a
part of it and myself that I didn’t know
existed,” shares Ghaderi.
JUST OVER A BLOCK NORTH OF THE
Tilden is The Marker, another 1920s
boutique hotel that recently underwent a
multimillion-dollar renovation. It
reopened in late 2018 with a new colorbursting palette to match its Theater
District digs and a cozy common area
where curated artworks on loan from the
city's SFMOMA Artists Gallery are
displayed. The Marker also organizes
pop-up events for the creative
community, such as one last May that
featured 24 makers who sell handmade
and vintage items on Etsy, the Brooklynfounded e-commerce website. The hotel
provided light snacks and beverages from

A R T E S TAT E
Stay at these hotels supporting SF artists in the city
Hotel G

Hotel Des Arts

Hotel Del Sol

The newly remodeled
Hotel G has been a
partner of the
city-based Creativity
Explored, an organization
that supports local artists
with developmental
disabilities, since 2014.
hotelgsanfrancisco.com

The aptly named Hotel
Des Arts is home to a
series of artist-designed
guestrooms, including
one featuring the Asianinspired art of SF's own
Sam Flores, and another
highlighting Jeremy Fish's
angelic skull artwork.
sfhoteldesarts.com

Each spring, the
colorful, reimagined
Hotel Del Sol motor
lodge hosts Startup
Art Fair, transforming
its rooms into modern
exhibit spaces for
over 70 independent
artists. instagram.com/
hoteldelsol
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C R E AT I V E B U Z Z
THIS PAGE, CLOCKWISE
FROM TOP LEFT
The grand staircase
of The Marker Hotel;
handcrafted accessories
by Frolick Jewelry; the
jewelry brand's founder
and lead designer
Adrienne Wiley

Here are some other
ways to experience
art in the Fog City
Madrone Art Bar
Along with a bevy of
specialty cocktails and
musicians ranging from
blues accordionists to
rockin' pianists, this
corner establishment
is home to a series of
constantly changing
art installations.
madroneartbar.com
Revolution Cafe
At this Europeanstyle café with walls
of locally produced
artwork and live music
all week, you can grab
a latte or a Lagunitas
IPA and savor the vibe
of Mission District.
revolutioncafesf.com

IMAGE: MISSION BOWLING CLUB (SIDEBAR)

Mission Bowling Club

its restaurant, Tratto, as well as a deejay
to keep things lively. In the hotel's
ballroom, artists were selling screenprinted T-shirts, illustrated prints and
handmade dolls for kids, while in the
lobby there was a tarot card reader and a
vendor selling chains and pendants.
“We absolutely loved working with The
Marker,” recalls Rebecca Saylor from the
volunteer-run SF Etsy Collective. “It gave
all of the artists involved greater
exposure to their works and opened us up
to a whole new clientele who weren’t
necessarily looking to shop, but found
themselves pleasantly surprised [by the
crafts on display].”
Adrienne Wiley, who showcased her
Frolick Jewelry at the event, is glad she
participated. “As a designer, I’m always
trying to reach a broader audience. The
Marker Hotel was a venue that attracted
both visitors and locals – I saw a
noticeable bump in my online traffic

PHILIPPINEAIRLINES.COM

beyond SF months after,” she says.
Such partnerships help hotels become
a part of the SF community by breaking
down the barriers between visitors and
city residents, as well as challenge the
perception that lodgings are simply
places to spend the night, says Pearl Tam,
The Marker's marketing and brand
partnership manager.
She even attended a recent Tilden
Tuesday to see if it'd be something that
The Marker could implement, “but there
are obvious logistics to consider”, Tam
says, alluding to the fact that The Marker
and its nearby sister property, Hotel
Spero, are run by the larger Access Hotels
and Resorts (while Tilden is part of Point
Hospitality Group), so such decisions
would need approval. “People think it's
only possible for local businesses to get
involved within their communities,” she
says, “which isn't true. It just requires
some forethought.”

Bowl a game or
two, chow down
on hot tamales and
purchase an original
artwork. This boutique
bowling alley is one
of Artspan's Artin-Neighborhoods
venues. mission
bowlingclub.com
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An artwork at the lobby
of The Mosser Hotel; the
boutique hotel's signage;
Joen Madonna, who
organizes annual art event
SF Open Studios

WA L K T H I S WAY
Join the Tenderloin
art walk every first
Thursday of the month
and visit the area's
creative spaces
Encompassing about
50 blocks in downtown
San Francisco, the
Tenderloin has a
reputation for its high
rate of homelessness
and drug dealings. But
it's one of the last
affordable places to
live in the city and
home to a vibrant
artistic community that
has developed a
tradition of its own: a
self-guided art walk
held every first
Thursday evening of
the month. Participants
include nearly two
dozen creative spaces
and artist co-ops,
including Look Gallery
and Public Barber
Salon. fb.com/
firstthursdayartwalk
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“BOUTIQUE HOTELS ARE AN IDEAL
venue for local art,” agrees Joen
Madonna, executive director of Artspan,
a non-profit best known for hosting SF
Open Studios, the city's annual autumn
art event that showcases new and
established SF artists in their workspaces.
It runs from October 12 to November 3
this year.
“While larger luxury hotels may have
big budgets that they can use to
commission artists or display museum
pieces, boutique hotels have empty
spaces perfect for displaying original art
made by people who don't live so far
away,” Madonna says.
When she's not organizing SF Open
Studios, she's working with The Mosser
Hotel – another boutique property that
meshes classic SF architecture with
modern decor; in this case, a marblefloored lobby with sleek couches and
dramatic mood lighting – on a quarterly
rotating exhibit. The collaboration is part
of Artspan's Art-in-Neighborhoods, a
program launched in 2015 to activate
dormant storefronts and properties with
excess space – including hotel lobbies
– by featuring locally made artworks.
“SF Open Studios has been great,”
Madonna says, "but that one time a year
just isn't enough to support an artist
financially. Venues like The Mosser give
them exposure to a wider audience than
they would have otherwise.”
This evening a crowd of black-clad
locals and inquisitive hotel guests gather
in the lobby for an art reception
showcasing multiple Bay Area artists,
including Russia-born Irena Kononova
with her ethereal landscape paintings,
and contemporary painter Nora van den
Berg. “The owners of the family-owned
Mosser wanted to give back to the SF
community and support its artists,” says
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Artist Parisa Ghaderi;
Dumpling Girl, a recurring
character who appears in
Ghaderi's works

Yvonne Ongpin, the hotel’s sales and
marketing head who works directly with
the Art-in-Neighborhood program. “We
sponsor a quarterly art reception,
complete with bite-size American comfort
food from our on-site restaurant, The
Keystone, and the artists supply the rest.”
Madonna says the program for the
Mosser, with exhibits that change four
times a year, came with a bit of a
learning curve.
Some artists were wary of leaving
works at the space and therefore out of
their inventory for months at a time, she
explains. "But in this economy, local

SAN FRANCISCO

artists are definitely having to reimagine
what a venue is for their art, because
museums don't see them as being
financially feasible, and galleries are
focusing on established big names.”
For creatives trying to get the word
out about their work, such collaborations
are becoming a no-brainer. Ghaderi notes
that exhibiting in hotels may have been a
new concept to her, but "as an artist, if
you find a space that speaks to you and it
feels like it can hold your work – ask. Just
because there's no artwork displayed
there now, it doesn't mean there
shouldn't be.”

Experience a heartwarming,
world-class journey with the
Philippines' only 4-Star Airline.
PAL's Boeing 777 flies up to 14x
weekly between Manila
and San Francisco.

Website: philippineairlines.com
Facebook: fb.com/flyPAL
Reservations (Manila): +63 2 8885 8888
Swingaround tour package:
swingaround.philippineairlines.com
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SHE
LIVES
BY
NIGHT

Inspired by film noir, Londonbased Filipino fashion designer
Lesley Mobo creates gowns
for the modern femme fatale

Photogr aphy
O nin Lorente
St ylis t Pat rick Wal ter
Hair and makeup Wilson Kim
Model H annah Loc sin

Scene
stealer
Turn up the heat in this
seamless gold paillette
dress on silk tulle
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Dressed
to kill
Slip on a razor-sharp
silhouette in this bias-cut
silver paillette dress and
bodice, featuring black
flocking technique on
monofilaments
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Velvet
shadow
Set the mood in a
one-piece multicolored
paillette dress with a
velvet panel
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Blackest
night
Pair this seamless gloss
paillette dress and its
black velvet panels with
an ice-cold Dark 'n'
Stormy cocktail
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CREATIVE COMMUNE
In Hanoi’s Dong Da, young creatives have turned a compound
of crumbling colonial houses into Sixty Square, the city’s hippest
arts hub. So why does its future remain uncertain?

By Joshua Zukas
Photography Bao Khanh

F E AT U R E S | H A N O I

“PLEASE STEP
QUIETLY, THERE
ARE PEOPLE
LIVING
DOWNSTAIRS,”
warns a waitress as guests tiptoe over
creaky weathered floorboards. It's eight
o'clock in the evening and they are
creeping into Quan Cam, a café that
turns into a music venue on Friday
evenings, so her request for soundless
movement seems a little off key.
They are at Sixty Square, a compound
occupied by six buildings: two majestic
but dilapidated colonial houses
connected by a bridge and believed to
have been erected in the 1920s, two
smaller detached houses from the same
era – one of which is hosting the gig –
and two additional structures likely built
in the 1950s.
Bearing Vietnam's favored shade of
yellow paint, they are bedecked with
towering palm trees, green wooden
shutters and elegant balcony railings.
A large tree stretches over the space,
while a small shrine dedicated to the
spirits sits at its base.
Separated from central Hanoi by the
railway, Sixty Square is embedded in an
alleyway in Dong Da, a residential
district associated with agonizing
congestion and breakneck urbanization.
Due to its lack of famous sights, few
tourists make it this far.
The revelers settle into reclining
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FROM LEFTMOST
Quan Cam, a café that
turns into a Fridaynight music venue;
patrons hanging out at
Quan Cam; co-owner
Dang Duc Minh; the
café features a laidback vibe

bamboo chairs and marvel at the
surroundings: large wooden-framed
windows and a lofty ceiling covered on
the outside by flimsy corrugated iron.
(The original roof, once made with
sturdy rafters and solid tiles, had been
lost after two destructive wars and
years of neglect.) A collection of
mismatched books, artisanal ceramics
and haphazard art decorates the venue.
On a makeshift stage, Dang Duc Minh,
a slim man in his mid-twenties sporting
round spectacles, a long ponytail and an
oversized olive-green shirt, steps up to
the microphone and introduces the
night's theme: covers from Vietnam’s
biggest names in music from the 1960s
and 1970s.
Dang is Quan Cam's co-owner as well
as the host and headline performer for
the evening. He speaks with clarity and
apparent devotion to the music his
grandparents enjoyed decades ago,
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such as singers Trinh Cong Son and
Pham Duy. Dang sings his first number,
accompanied by a young and handsome
guitarist with bleach-blond hair and a
tattoo running up his neck.
Dang’s slight frame belies his
powerful voice, with which he serenades
the crowd with such fervor that dark
patches of sweat appear on his shirt.
The audience – made up of alternative
youngsters including students and
professionals – is captivated. An artist
pulls out a notepad and starts sketching
the scene before him.
VISITORS TO QUAN CAM AND, BY
extension, Sixty Square, are almost
entirely local: young Hanoians eager to
escape the city’s chaos and discover
something new about their hometown
or culture. “Not many young people
know about this important period of
Vietnamese music,” Dang says between
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“
I wanted to make it a
place for art so that
Hanoians and visitors
can come and get a
taste of the city

”
puffs on his traditional tobacco pipe. He’s
talking about nhac tien chien (pre-war
music), Western-influenced songs written
between the 1930s and 1970s.
“I really want to share this music with
other young people. For every one
hundred people that come to the café,
maybe only ten will like the music. But
one will love it and that’s enough to keep
me going.”
Like many of the small business owners
in Sixty Square, Dang set up a café here
to share this passion. And like those that
followed, he’s drawn to the compound’s
architecture and history. “It’s hard to find
places like this in Hanoi. I wanted to make
it a place for art so that both Hanoians
and visitors can come and get a taste of
the city,” he says.

THIS PAGE, FROM TOP
Cao Trung Hieu, owner
of KoFi Café; the café's
balcony seating offers
a tranquil view of the
pond; a shelf of items
for sale at the shop
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“WHEN I FIRST CAME HERE, ALL I
could think was ‘wow’. It was peaceful
and there were so many birds,” says Cao
Trung Hieu, owner of KoFi Café, which
opened in October 2017, two months
after Quan Cam. Donning a loose-fitting
shirt and several ear piercings, Cao sips
on a glass of iced water while listening to
French jazz music emanating from his
café. “It was also cheap to rent,” he adds
with a grin.
Like Dang, Cao opened his café in Sixty
Square to indulge his love of creativity.
“We often do events – around three times
a week – but it’s not regular,” explains
Cao, who trained as an architect and
deals in analog cameras. “It’s always
arts-related, like seminars that introduce
a music genre or drawing workshops with
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THIS PAGE, CLOCKWISE
FROM LEFTMOST
Knick-knacks at newly
opened calligraphy
studio Aotrangtinh;
a calligraphy sample;
shop owner and
calligrapher Nguyen
Hong Van

F U N K Y FA S H I O N

an illustrator,” he says. Sandwiched
between a small shrine and a pond that
gives life to an otherworldly banyan
tree, KoFi Café seats up to 50 people
and has an almost mythological
atmosphere – ideal for creative concepts
to flourish.
Cao was also eager to evolve the
space by involving more like-minded
folk. “When I arrived, there wasn’t that
much going on and I wanted to change
that, so I invited friends to help build a
community of creativity,” he recalls,
adding that he made sure there would
be a greater variety of crafts.
Eager to contribute to the space and
take advantage of affordable rent, those
friends set up a range of outlets,
including a tattoo parlor, film lab,
artisanal jewelry shop, thrift store and a
boutique coffee processor. Thanks to
these efforts, Sixty Square has grown as
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an incubator of artistic pursuits in the
last two years.
IN MAY, FRESH UNIVERSITY GRADUATE
Nguyen Hong Van opened Aotrangtinh, a
calligraphy studio that occupies the
second floor of one of the newer
buildings. The space is reminiscent of a
gallery with whitewashed walls and
simple wooden tables, and Nguyen uses
it for client work, such as handwriting
wedding invitations and crafting
restaurant menus. She also runs classes
and workshops teaching calligraphy.
“What I like most about Sixty Square is
its quietness,” says the artist, dressed in
a simple yet elegant top and anklelength skirt. “This is necessary for my
creative inspiration.”
Similarly, the buildings’ old-world
vibe is the perfect setting for Nguyen
Cao Son, an established tea master and

Apart from being a place
to discover creative
hobbies, Sixty Square is
also where you can do
some bargain fashion
hunting. For vintageinspired dresses,
culottes and dungarees,
check out Nancan
Vintage. Fans of urban
streetwear should head
to Khac Store, which
stocks preloved uniforms
and jerseys of American
baseball and basketball
teams. And if you want a
wardrobe full of
1990s-inspired fashion,
look no further than
90s Secondhand, which
has everything from
plaid shirts to retro
graphic T-shirts.
fb.com/NancanVintage310722066470014;
fb.com/oldtothanew;
fb.com/90s.secondhand
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ca tru events at Sixty Square hark back
to the buildings’ history. “It’s very likely
that this space would have been used
for such performances in the past,” he
explains, sitting in one of the antique
benches used by the audience during
the shows. Though he regrets that he’s
found no proof of this, his theory is not
without reason: Nearby Kham Thien
Street was famous for its houses that
hosted ca tru performances before
being destroyed by US air raids in 1972.

THIS PAGE, FROM TOP
Customers at Cao Son
Tea Room; a tea set
of local handmade
ceramics

traditional-music enthusiast who opened
Cao Son Tea Room in September 2017.
“I’m a nostalgic person and I love
colonial architecture,” the 41-year-old
says. Cao Son Tea Room is divided
between the first floor of one of the
colonial buildings, where he serves
traditional tea grown in the northern
mountains, and the second level of a
separate house, where he organizes
ca tru performances, which take place
on the evenings of the second and
fourth Sundays of each month.
Inscribed by UNESCO as an intangible
cultural heritage in 2009, it is an ancient
art of sung poetry performed by a trio of
musicians – a female singer, a lute player
and a percussionist – with roots that can
be traced back to the Ly Dynasty of
northern Vietnam from the 11th to the
13th century.
Sporting a neat goatee and wearing a
traditional tunic, Cao Son believes these

SADLY, SIXTY SQUARE’S BRIEF
existence may be coming to a close. The
buildings are earmarked for demolition
so developers can build an apartment
block in their wake, and although a date
hasn’t been set, this instability is keenly
felt by the motley crew of creatives. In
February, the space was sold to a new
owner, resulting in all the Sixty Square
inhabitants being forced out with just
two weeks’ notice. “I knew before
moving here that this place wasn’t
stable, so when we were kicked out I

G E T C U LT U R E D
In the area and want to visit another culture hub? Make your way to Ga Phe, a
café and arts venue that’s also in Dong Da district. A 10-minute drive from Sixty
Square, this multistory shop offers artisanal coffee, souvenirs from local design
group Tired City, a rooftop gallery and a space for drawing and illustration
workshops. fb.com/gaphecoffee
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wasn’t surprised at all,” explains Cao
with surprising nonchalance. He then
moved to Danang, a 17-hour train ride
from Hanoi, to start something new.
“It was a fun time and it came to an end.
But my customers were difficult to
console – I could feel that they’d
lost something.”
Refusing to let Sixty Square go, Dang
was more persistent. He rented a room
nearby, talked to people in the
neighborhood and tried to find out as
much as he could about the future of the
space. Two months later, he managed to
approach the new owner directly. For
unknown reasons, the demolition had
stalled, so the owner allowed the
creatives to return and Sixty Square was
back. Cao, who felt a deep commitment
to his customers, also returned from
Danang to continue KoFi Café. “We now
have a contract until the end of 2020,
and there’s a chance that it will be
extended further, but who knows,” says
Dang. “We’re not completely safe. If the
contract is cancelled then there’s little
we can do.”
Despite the ever-present shadow of
potential closure, the people at Sixty
Square remain refreshingly upbeat,
which could be a positive sign for
Hanoi’s creative future. Dang and Cao
are thankful for their time here and if
they have to leave for good, they’ll
simply move on. “No plans,” replied
Dang when I asked what he’ll do then.
“I’ll go somewhere else and reinvent
the space.”

HANOI

Experience a heartwarming, world-class
journey with the Philippines' only 4-Star
Airline. PAL flies 4x weekly between
Manila and Hanoi.

THIS PAGE, FROM TOP
Cao Son Tea Room,
which opened in 2017;
the entrance to the
tea shop

Website:
philippineairlines.com
Facebook: fb.com/flyPAL
Reservations (Manila):
+63 2 8885 8888
Swingaround
tour package:
swingaround.philippineairlines.com
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I N S P I R E D BY B U KO
PA N DA N S A L A D
Se r ve d a t G a l l e r y
by C h e l e i n Ta gu ig C i ty

Spain-born chef Jose Luis "Chele" Gonzalez, co-owner of Gallery by Chele,
has always been fascinated with Filipino ingredients. To create this sublime version
of buko pandan salad – traditionally made with coconut cream and pandanflavored gelatin – he collaborated with Filipino executive sous chef Carlos Villaflor,
who added aratiles (Philippine cherry) into the mix. "Aratiles isn’t an ingredient
commonly served in a dish but it brings back childhood memories of playing
outdoors, climbing its trees and eating the fruit," Villaflor says. Other surprises in
this memorable deconstruction of the famous dessert are nata de coco, pandan ice
cream, dulce de leche made with coconut cream, latik (fried coconut milk curd)
and coconut chips. gallerybychele.com

F E AT U R E S | M A N I L A , M E L B O U R N E & N E W Y O R K C I T Y

I N S P I R E D BY T U R O N
Se r ve d a t Re s tau r a nt
Lû m é i n M e l b o u r n e

IMAGE: AIM ARIS

"Turon (sweet banana spring roll) is my
favorite mid-afternoon snack but simply
making a good one wasn't enough for me – it
needed to be modernized, even flipped on
its head." At Restaurant Lûmé, executive chef
John Rivera reimagines the street food by
using banana peels as the wrapper (the peels
are infused with sugar syrup, pandan and
cloves, then soaked in alkali powder and oven
roasted). He also uses buttermilk and kaffir
lime to make a banana ganache filling, and
dehydrated parsley and burnt banana leaves
for the powder topping. restaurantlume.com
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I N S P I R E D BY
Y E M A A N D TA B L E A
Se r ve d a t La m p a r a
Re s tau r a nt i n M a ka t i C i ty

IMAGE: RG MEDESTOMAS

When Alphonse Sotero, pastry cook
and co-owner of Lampara Restaurant in
Makati City's Poblacion district, concocted
this dessert, his goal was to reenvision a
famous Filipino snack and combine it with
textures and layers of complementing flavors.
At the same time, he wanted to highlight the
local variety of tsokolate (chocolate), such as
the tablea (cacao discs), and the country's
growing chocolate scene. "The tablea is
typically served as a drink, and the yema
(custard snack) is always prepared as a candy,
so why not change the structure and come
up with something different?" instagram.
com/lampara.pob

PHILIPPINEAIRLINES.COM
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I N S P I R E D BY M A JA B L A N C A
Se r ve d a t Ts i s m i s
NYC i n N ew Yo r k

IMAGE: TSISMIS NYC

Often called coconut pudding, maja blanca is a
dessert made from coconut milk, corn starch and
sugar. But executive chef Jappy Diago Afzelius of
Tsismis NYC brings it to the next level by taking
inspiration from crème brûlée. "I make a soft
custard instead of the traditional dense cake that's
normally served. There's just the right amount of
balance of starch and corn to hold the structure
together," he says. tsismisnyc.com
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I N S P I R E D BY
M A N G G A' T S U M A N
Se r ve d a t H a p a g
i n Q u e zo n C i ty
"One of my best childhood memories is of
my mom buying logs of suman (sticky rice
wrapped in banana leaves) in Antipolo, frying
them in butter until toasted, then serving
them with muscovado sugar and slices of ripe
mango," chef Thirdy Dolatre recalls. At Hapag,
a restaurant in Quezon City that he co-owns,
the young cook updates this merienda (snack)
with sticky rice cooked with coconut milk
and salted latik, then serves it with slices of
fresh Guimaras mango and a scoop of creamy
mango semifreddo – all covered in crispy
meringue shards. instagram.com/hapag.mnl

MANILA

Experience a heartwarming,
world-class journey with the
Philippines' only 4-Star Airline.
PAL flies to 41 international and 20
domestic destinations from Manila –
including daily flights to Melbourne
and New York.

Facebook: fb.com/flyPAL
Reservations (Manila):
+63 2 8855 8888
Swingaround tour package:
swingaround.philippineairlines.com
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Trending beauty essentials and treatments to check out this month

Sud up without
guilt with this 100%
biodegradable
liquid soap infused
with lemongrass
essential oil.
Lemongrass Liquid
Soap by Ritual,
P190; ritualph.
myshopify.com

IMAGE: RG MEDESTOMAS | STYLIST: JACQUE DE BORJA

For a brighter
complexion,
apply a generous
amount of organic
skin balm made
of botanical
ingredients.
Wonder Blanche
Balm, P480;
oeorganics.com

Get tousled
and voluminous
beach hair with
a paraben-free
sea salt spray.
Beach Born's Sea
Salt Spray, P185;
beachborn.ph

Treat fine lines and
age spots with an
anti-ageing formula
comprising elemi
and pili oils. Youth
Glow Facial Cream
by Pili Ani, P2,400;
piliani.com

Au naturel
This rose, jasmine
and neroli body oil
promises to improve
the appearance of
blemishes, scars
and stretch marks.
Revitalizing Body
Oil with SPF15
from Bloom &
Topiary, P1,900;
bloomandtopiary.com

PHILIPPINEAIRLINES.COM

Once a niche concept,
clean beauty – which promotes
the use of "non-synthetic and
non-aggressive" skincare products
– has become a major wellness
buzzword this year. Test the
benefits of this movement yourself
with these natural essentials
from the Philippines.
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EYELASH
EXTENSIONS
Tokyo

More than
skin deep

Best spas in…

CEBU AND
BOHOL

What is it:
A semi-permanent
enhancement that
involves attaching
synthetic fibers to natural
lashes for a fuller look.
Where: Japanese eyelash
and nail salon Yuo Virth +
Lim. lessismore.co.jp

From snail facials to lift edge fillers,
here are the latest beauty trends
across PAL's network

ESCARGLOW FACIAL
New York

WORDS: CHELSIA TAN, CASSANDRA LEE (SIDEBAR) | ILLUSTRATION: JENNIFER MANDIA

CALECIM STEM CELL
TREATMENT
Singapore
What is it: Singapore-based
company CellResearch
Corporation created
Calecim Professional, a
skin regeneration formula
derived from stem cells in
the umbilical cord lining.
Used alongside aesthetic
procedures such as laser
treatments, it's said to
promote skin healing and
cell turnover effectively.
Where: Aesthetic,
dermatology and
plastic surgery clinics
across Singapore.
calecimprofessional.com

TEMPORARY
NOSE FILLERS
Los Angeles
What is it: This
semi-permanent procedure,
which reportedly takes less
than 15 minutes, includes an
injection of hyaluronic acid
gel along the tip and bridge
of the nose to correct bumps
and lumps. The fillers may
last between three months
and two years.
Where: Non-surgical
aesthetic specialist clinic
Westside Aesthetics in LA.
westsidemedicalspa.com
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What is it: With snail mucus
crawling its way into beauty
products and treatments
lately, the EscarGlow
Facial is worth a try. It's a
microneedling procedure
where a snail serum is
administered into your face.
The benefit? Smooth, radiant
and soft skin.
Where: Schulman Plastic
Surgery in New York.
drschulman
plasticsurgery.com

Chi, The Spa (pictured)
offers indulgent body
wraps and facials, as well
as traditional massages
and relaxing wellness
retreats. shangri-la.com
Be Grand Hotel, Bohol

LILAC HAIR COLOR
London
What is it: It's still not
too late to tap into this
year's lilac-hair trend. If
you've taken the plunge,
it's worth noting that the
aftercare is important too:
To make your hair color
last, avoid over washing
and invest in a color-safe
shampoo and conditioner.
Where: Hair color
specialists Bleach London.
bleachlondon.co.uk

LIFT EDGE FILLERS
Seoul
What is it: A popular aesthetic trend in
South Korea, you can turn a frown into
a semi permanent smile by injecting
hyaluronic acid fillers into the outer
corners of the lips at an upward angle,
which results in slightly upturned lips.
Where: Theme Dermatologic Clinic in
Seoul. beautyskin.kr/web/index.jsp
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Shangri-La's Mactan
Resort and Spa, Cebu

PHILIPPINEAIRLINES.COM

Beauty brands
are using AI
technology to
offer a more
personalized
experience for
their customers.
Enter cosmetics
and skincare
brand Clinique,
which launched
Clinique Clinical
Reality this year.
The app offers a
free skin analysis
when users
upload a selfie
and complete a
questionnaire,
before
recommending
suitable Clinique
products for their
skin condition.
clinique.com

The warmly lit spa in
this hotel specializes in
shiatsu and Filipino hilot
massages, which you can
complement with organic
red-rice body scrubs.
begrandresort-bohol.com
Badian Island
Wellness Resort, Cebu
Surrounded by mountains
and clear waters, Badian’s
rustic spa village provides
treatments that utilize
natural ingredients
and essential oils.
badianhotel.com
Marco Polo Plaza, Cebu
The cozy, eight-room
wellness center here has
an extensive menu of
body therapies – try the
signature hilot massage.
marcopolohotels.com
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Cure jet lag with a head
massage in New York
Snooze without a glitch after a trip to Goku NY,
the popular Japanese spa chain’s first overseas outlet

Best spas in…

TOKYO

The Ritz-Carlton Spa
Boasting panoramic city
vistas, this lavish spa
houses a beauty salon,
fitness center, indoor pool,
saunas and baths. Opt for
the Sakura massage to
unwind with rose quartz
crystals and essential oils,
or the Zenrenity treatment,
which uses plant-based
products. ritzcarlton.com
The Aman Spa

WORDS: CASSANDRA LEE (SIDEBAR) | IMAGE: GOKU NY (MAIN)

Towering over the Tokyo
skyline, this minimalist
spa takes inspiration from
Japanese philosophies and
uses natural ingredients.
After a relaxing massage,
take a dip in a pool looking
out to the city. aman.com
The Midtown Manhattan
outpost of Japanese
head massage spa Goku
appears unremarkable from
the outside. Venture inside,
however, and cloud nine beckons.
The interior is darkly luxurious, with soft
blue lighting washing the space. Ethereal
music murmurs in the background,
and the floor-to-ceiling mirrored walls
further the impression of a labyrinthine
dreamscape. Its otherworldly decor
eases visitors into the mindset for a good
sleep – the ultimate mission of Goku’s
renowned deep-sleep head spa.
“Eleven years ago, this type of head
massage did not exist,” founder and
owner Atsumi Kaneda says. “Goku actually
started with a focus on releasing tension.”
With the help of various doctors and
acupuncturists in Japan, Kaneda came up
with kamiwaza, a massage technique that
utilizes stimulation of pressure points to
relax the body. The treatment's popularity
has led the Japanese entrepreneur – who
opened her first store in Kyoto in 2008
– to establish four locations in her home
country. Goku NY, which opened in May,

PHILIPPINEAIRLINES.COM

is the spa chain’s first
overseas outlet.
The head massage
begins when you’re
comfortably reclined in the
chair, while a blanket is draped over
your body and a towel is placed over your
face. The head isn’t the only focal point;
the treatment is a holistic experience that
begins with a quick rub of the calves,
and then pressure is applied to the upper
chest. “Relaxing this area helps with your
breathing,” Kaneda explains. Various
points around the head and temples are
massaged in a gentle, hypnotizing rhythm.
Occasionally, heat and pressure are
applied under the eyes. Fragrant cream is
applied to the neck, which is then gently
kneaded. Even the ears are given a rub.
Both the 60-minute (US$150) and
90-minute treatments (US$225) will pass
in a wink. “With the 90-minute course
you get an extra massage on your hands
and feet,” Kaneda says. Though many
clients fall asleep during the experience,
the intention isn’t just to induce a nap,
but to improve the quality of sleep in the
aftermath. gokusleep.com – Whizy Kim

The Spa at Mandarin
Oriental Tokyo
From a quick mani-pedi to
an extravagant treatment
in a private spa suite, this
wellness nook (pictured)
has it all. Try a customized
Time Ritual or luxuriate
in The Ultimate Bathing
Ritual, then end off by
enjoying the steam room
and sauna facilities.
mandarinoriental.com
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Bliss out
at Chiva-Som
resort in Thailand
After a major makeover, this world-renowned
wellness destination is back with holistic
escapes that will heal your body and soul

Long before Elizabeth Gilbert’s 2006 memoir, Eat, Pray,
Love, came to epitomize illuminating retreats and the
wonders of self-discovery, the award-winning Chiva-Som
International Health Resort in Hua Hin has been promoting
“the healing of mind, body and soul” through personalizable
activities and treatments since 1995. A three-hour drive
south of Bangkok, the ocean-front destination reopened
its doors last month after nearly six months of extensive
renovations. It features new facilities such as a hydrotherapy
suite and a flotation chamber, as well as an open kitchen at
its beachfront restaurant Taste of Siam.
While the resort now boasts a brand new look in some
parts, the guest experience remains more or less the same:
A health and wellness adviser plans your itinerary according
to your needs, which includes treatments that focus on
weight management, strength, endurance and mental
wellness. Chiva-Som offers 11 types of retreats that last from

Best spas in…
WORDS: CASSANDRA LEE (SIDEBAR)

TORONTO
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Spa by Valmont
Pop by this hidden gem to
be indulged head-to-toe
with body scrubs, manipedi sessions and Swedish
or deep tissue massages.
Like its name suggests, it
uses Swiss brand Valmont's
products for its facials,
which target everything
from hydration to radiance.
thehazeltonhotel.com

three to 14 nights; longer stays are available upon request.
You’ll be able to try a certain number of treatments in your
own time – choose from a list of over 60 spa, fitness, physio
and holistic therapies.
“Our most popular wellness retreat is Sustainable Weight
Management, which features a collection of therapies,
activities and educational services to guide you in achieving
and maintaining your optimal weight,” says Dr Jason Culp, a
naturopathic physician and R&D director at Chiva-Som. One
treatment you shouldn't miss: Cranio-Myofascial Release
therapy, which tackles tension in your muscles and fascia,
the layer of connective tissue that encases your muscles and
organs. First, a physiotherapist uses a vibration tool to help
relax your muscles, ligaments and connective tissue, which
promotes blood circulation and lymphatic drainage in those
areas. This is then followed by a massage to ease stiffness in
your body. Bliss. chivasom.com – Simone Wu

Miraj Hammam

Hammam Spa

Inspired by Paris, Marrakech
and Istanbul, this exotic
spa looks to ancient
Middle Eastern rituals for
its treatments. After a hot
stone or salt stone massage,
stay for a traditional
hammam experience like
a body exfoliation and
masque in a steam room.
mirajcaudaliespa.com

This swanky retreat in a
trendy neighborhood offers
hammam steam rituals
inspired by Turkish baths of
old. Try one of the Swedish,
deep tissue, aromatherapy
or essential balm plant
extract massages, then end
off with a soothing botanical
facial or a sea mineral mud
wrap. hammamspa.ca
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Get that holiday glow
with a vegan facial
Salons from London to Sydney are responding
to rising demand for ethical beauty

WORDS: CASSANDRA LEE (SIDEBAR) | IMAGE: LUSH

A decade ago, the request for a vegan facial may have
elicited a blank stare from a beautician. These days,
we’re seeing a growing demand for ethical beauty
treatments that swap animal products for plant-based
ingredients while claiming to be as easy on our skins
as they are on the environment.
In a May 2018 report from market research firm
Grand View Research, the global market for vegan
cosmetics was projected to reach US$20.8 billion by
2025, thanks to millennials who choose to support
ethically conscious beauty brands.
Zeroing in on this trend is Australian luxury skincare
brand Aesop, which unveiled a sleek new outpost
in Sydney’s Paddington in March. The cruelty-free
brand’s store has a facial consultation room – a
service available at only 11 Aesop locations around
the world. Here, you can make an appointment with a
facial therapist for a Parsley Seed Intensive facial that
uses antioxidant-rich botanical formulations such as
parsley seed extract.

Best spas in…

PHNOM
PENH
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Bodia Spa
This day spa chain offers
soothing treatments from
its own locally produced
natural spa line. Besides
traditional massages and
aromatherapy indulgences,
Bodia also has Khmer
scrub and spice body wrap
options, along with vitamin
or detox facials.
bodia-spa.com

Another global brand, Lush (pictured), known for
championing cruelty-free, environment-friendly and
natural skincare, launched its largest store in the UK’s
Birmingham last December. The 450m 2 retail space
offers a menu of spa treatments that uses 100% vegan
products such as Like A Virgin, a cold cream that
includes organic jojoba oil. These experiences can
only be found at selected Lush outlets.
But it’s not just the big chains that are expanding
their repertoire. Still London, a buzzy nail-focused
salon in the UK capital’s Dalston, has non-toxic,
vegan and cruelty-free facial treatments such as The
Goddess, a 75-minute treatment that draws on flower
and fruit acids and finishes with an enzyme mask and
crystal-infused oils. “The idea of ethically conscious
salons took hold just a few years ago,” says founder
Shelly Elson, who opened the salon earlier this year.
"Still London is commited to partnering only with
brands who share this ethos." aesop.com,
uk.lush.com, still-london.com – Neha Kale

Sense

Sofitel Phnom Penh

Influenced by traditional
Khmer healing herbs,
Sense fuses new and
old techniques to create
signature experiences like
Light of the Seasons, a
cleansing and energizing
scrub and massage, and
Lost Remedies, which uses
turmeric and lemongrass.
rosewoodhotels.com

This hotel's spa may have
a modern Khmer design,
but its menu offers classic
facials, body treatments
and massages. Choose
the traditional Khmer
massage and facial or the
red-rice body scrub with
virgin coconut oil massage.
sofitel-phnompenhphokeethra.com
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Soak in a sound bath
in Los Angeles
Once considered something practiced mostly in New Age
circles, these meditative and relaxation sessions are now
a mainstream trend in the City of Angels

WORDS: CASSANDRA LEE (SIDEBAR) | IMAGES: TORKOM JI (MAIN),
FB.COM/HALEKULANIHOTEL (SPAHALEKULANI)

In health-conscious Los Angeles, sound
baths are no longer confined to yoga
studios and wellness centers. In February,
Icelandic avant-rock band Sigur Rós
descended on the city’s Natural History
Museum with its “Liminal” playlist, which
attendees listened to while lying on yoga
mats in a meditative trance under swirling
projections on the ceiling, attuning
their breath to a hypnotic soundtrack
featuring wildlife recordings. Such surreal
soundscapes are what you can expect
of sound baths, which are structured like
yoga or meditation classes, with cymbals,
gongs and other instruments used to
weave a sort of acoustic cocoon.
Sigur Rós isn’t the first to bring such
experiences to LA. Local pioneers Angela
Wilson and Brian Griffith are part of
Electric Sound Bath, an experimental
New Age band — for five years, they
have been creating what they describe
as “gentle durational music” that serves
to restore the body and mind, as well as
performing their brand of ambient and
synth sounds at live venues across the
city. Sound baths are gaining popularity
because of the growing awareness of how
“our surroundings and habits influence our
growth as humans – everything from food
and mental health to the effects of media

and technology”, say the pair, who work
alongside breathwork and yoga teachers,
acupuncturists and reiki healers.
Sound designer and meditation
facilitator Torkom Ji thinks this trend
is catching on. He believes that while
traditional meditative states typically
require practice, “sound baths allow for
more accessible and effortless yogic
and meditative experiences”. As a part
of Visual Reality (pictured) – an LA
production company and new-media art
collective – Ji works with a visual artist
to design sound baths featuring graphics
that are 360º projected onto a dome.
The next event, a breathwork and sound
meditation, is on November 15 at the
Dance Alive Studio in Santa Monica.
“Lying down and listening to music
for 30 minutes to an hour can facilitate a
much more nourishing and introspective
experience than one might initially
assume,” Ji says. And for those wondering
what to expect from their very first sound
bath, he adds, “the moments after the
bath are where the effects are felt most;
many say they feel lighter and more
harmonized in the brain, with a decrease
in mental chatter.” electricsoundbath.
com, fb.com/visualrealitymeditation
– Alison de Souza

Best spas in…

HONOLULU

SpaHalekulani
Expect Polynesian
therapies at this classy
Waikiki wellness center
(pictured), which features
massages from the Pacific
like lomi lomi (Hawaiian)
and taurumi (Tahitian),
along with post-sun rituals
and facials for anti-ageing,
brightening or hydrating.
halekulani.com
Naupaka Spa &
Wellness Centre
From your first “Aloha”
greeting to the time you
leave this Four Seasons
Oahu spa, service is topnotch. Choose to unwind
indoors or bask under the
sunny rays as you pick your
Hawaiian healing therapy
from a menu of treatments
that include the lomi lomi
massage. fourseasons.com
Nalu Kinetic Spa
This Turtle Bay Resort spa
has a variety of pampering
packages – choose
Romance, which offers a
lava-shell massage and
a brightening facial, or
Aroma, which provides a
body polish, aromatherapy
massage and a pedicure.
turtlebayresort.com

PHILIPPINEAIRLINES.COM
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Treat beauty woes from the
inside out in Singapore
Sometimes the way to solve one’s beauty problems is not by
relying on celebrity testimonials and fancy branding. It's by
delving straight into the root cause of the issue, in the style
of traditional Chinese medicine (TCM), which believes that
whatever is happening externally is a reflection of something
internal. For instance, most Western medicine doctors
may prescribe sleeping medication to treat insomia; in
contrast, according to TCM principles, those
who tend to wake up between 1am and 3am
may need to check the condition of their
liver or gallbladder.
These days, you don't need to
have insomnia, asthma or arthritis
to see a TCM practitioner. Modern
establishments have now adapted
these ancient techniques – think
acupuncture, gua sha (scraping) and
cupping – for more benign problems
such as acne, wrinkles, weight
management and hair loss. Because
of Singapore’s long history of TCM
and its English-language proficiency,
the city has become a popular
destination among English-speaking
travelers who want to experience this
branch of healthcare.
At Pulse TCM Clinic along busy
Orchard Road, the Facial Aculift
treatment involves acupuncture
for the face, which enhances
the skin’s healing mechanism
to increase the production
of collagen and elastin
fibers, and is said to

Best spas in…

HO CHI
MINH CITY
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The Reverie Saigon
Each treatment room
here is filled with natural
light from floor-to-ceiling
windows and every spa
session is tailor-made to
your preferences. The
therapies target everything
from jet lag recovery and
de-stressing to immunity
boosting and detoxifying.
thereveriesaigon.com

MABUHAY | NOVEMBER 2019

improve skin radiance. Depending on the condition of
your skin, electrodes may be used to boost the effects of
regular acupuncture. Results may not be immediate and
improvements usually involve lifestyle adjustments like
sleeping early and eating right. “These days, people are
more keen to seek natural ways of maintaining or enhancing
their looks,” explains Pulse TCM Clinic physician
Sheryl Tay.
Geranium, a boutique salon in central
Singapore, offers an award-winning
Multivitamin Firming facial treatment
that includes gua sha massage. It
involves gently scraping the skin with
a massage tool – usually a piece of
jade or buffalo horn – to improve
circulation, relax tense muscles,
promote lymphatic drainage and
relieve chronic pain. While it can take
anywhere from five to 20 minutes, the
process leaves no marks and requires
no downtime.
“Gua sha is effective in helping
to define and lift facial contours as
it eases water retention and boosts
blood circulation,” says salon cofounder Grace Tay. She incorporated
this technique into the facial 10
years ago, and the treatment
has evolved since then to
stimulate different facial
muscles for better results.
results
pulsetcm.sg, fb.com/
geraniumsingapore
– Simone Wu

Le Spa des Artistes
This elegant spot boasts
treatments that aim to heal
and detox or relax and
pamper, while the antiageing sessions focus on
exfoliating, rejuvenating
and nourishing the skin.
For some privacy with
your partner, choose the
Honeymoon Journey Spa.
hoteldesartssaigon.com

Thann Sanctuary
This bamboo and woodladen haven brings the
serenity of nature to the
city. Using its own products
that are made with natural
essential oils, Thann will
calm and cleanse you with
its deep tissue treatments
and healing stone body
massages. pullman-saigoncentre.com

PHILIPPINEAIRLINES.COM
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These Traditional Chinese Medicine-inspired therapies tackle
internal health issues to give you radiant skin

Industry Updates

Industry Updates

TUDOR
B U M PA M AT S

The latest Black Bay Chrono S&G
timepiece is a collector’s must-have

The Australian play-mat brand is now available in
Hong Kong, Singapore and the Philippines

Innovation has always been integral
to Tudor, a renowned manufacturer
of professional divers’ watches
since 1954. As part of its new Black
Bay collection, the Swiss timepiece
brand has released the Black Bay
Chrono S&G, a design that combines
its expertise in aquatic watches
with a sleek chronograph feature.
The watch’s most distinctive details
are the “snowflake” hands, a Tudor
signature introduced in 1969, and
the self-winding Manufacture Calibre
machinery, which comes with a 70hour power reserve. The Black Bay
Chrono S&G is a head-turner with
three stylish strap options: jacquard,
steel or leather bund.
tudorwatch.com

Bumpa Mats is not just a brand of soft floor mats that are
known for their safety features and easy maintenance
– its products also help in your child’s learning and
development needs. An Australian-owned and operated
company that specializes in fun, functional and stylish
luxury play mats, Bumpa Mats offers reversible designs
that allow both kids and adults to own their space with
just one easy flip.
Its cushioned play mats are easy to clean, hygienic,
non-slip, non-toxic (free from BPA, phthalates and
formamide) and water-resistant, making them the ideal
floor covering on which children can eat, learn, rest
and play. The play mats are suitable for all floor types
and can be used indoors and outdoors. Bumpa Mats has
also earned non-toxic and manufacturing accreditations
parents can trust, meeting CE standards across Europe,
the UK and Australia. bumpamats.com.hk

TINY BUDS
The natural baby product line has launched an
educational storybook for kids

JEWELMER
Be mesmerized by fine jewelry
pieces highlighting the rare golden
South Sea pearl
An established purveyor of cultured
South Sea pearls since 1979, fine
jewelry brand Jewelmer crafts
exquisite designs featuring golden
pearls – the Philippines’ national
gem. Its Iridescence necklace is an
example of the company’s creativity
and impeccable craftsmanship. With
diamonds and sapphires embedded
on an 18k yellow gold chain and
pendant, the necklace’s centerpiece
is, of course, a lustrous golden
South Sea pearl.
jewelmer.com

Tiny Buds provides a line of natural baby
products that do not contain harsh chemicals,
artificial preservatives and unnecessary
additives. Its offerings range from skincare
creams, toothbrushes and toothgels, to fabric
softeners and stain removers.
The brand has also launched a children’s
book, Haha the Happy Hippo, as part of
its mission to help parents teach positive
values to kids through storytelling. The book
reminds little ones that true happiness is not
a consequence of having, buying or receiving
something – rather, it is a choice that we can
make in any situation.
“When a parent chooses Tiny Buds, we
become a part of their household. That’s why
we want to help bring up their children by
teaching good values,” says founders Lin and
Lorina Tan.
Tiny Buds is available in all SM department
stores, Baby Company, Robinsons, Rustan’s,
Landmark, S&R, Lazada and Shopee. Get the
limited-edition storybook set, watch the
book’s video and learn more about the brand’s
products on its website. tinybudsbaby.com
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BADIAN ISLAND WELLNESS RESORT

O N E M A N A L O P L AC E

Enjoy an eco-friendly vacation in southwestern Cebu

Explore Puerto Princesa from this sleek hideaway

Eco-consciousness meets luxurious living at Badian
Island Wellness Resort in Cebu. The hotel emphasizes
sustainable tourism – local residents make up its workforce
and the resort runs its own composting system. Its three
restaurants, offering bar food and Filipino cuisine, also
use organic produce that's grown on-site. For a relaxing
weekend, get a massage with natural spa ingredients at
the Badian Spa Village, scuba dive or snorkel at the resort's
very own marine sanctuary, or book an Oslob whale sharkwatching tour through the hotel. badianhotel.com

M A K AT I

HI-PROTECT
A R M O R E D C A R S C O R P O R AT I O N

PA L AWA N

In the heart of Palawan's capital city is the 47-room One
Manalo Place, just a short drive from Puerto Princesa
International Airport as well as shopping centers and
restaurants in town. For those looking to explore the city's
natural attractions, the hotel offers tours to the Puerto
Princesa subterranean river, El Nido’s crystal-clear lagoons,
and even for firefly watching. Finish your day trips with
dinner at Aplaya Seafood Restaurant on the hotel's ground
floor, before resting up in your well-appointed room.
onemanaloplace.com; +63 917 512 5111
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Make security your top priority
with these safe rides
Since it was established in the Philippines in 2015,
HI-PROTECT Armored Cars Corporation has become
a trusted industry name among civilians who have
specialized security needs. Its fleet of vehicles range
from executive SUV and luxury sedans to special purpose
tactical vehicles, and all are designed to prevent
projectiles or splinters from entering in case of bomb
blasts or collisions with other vehicles.
As specialists in vehicle armoring, HI-PROTECT works
with its own team of global consultants and partners – all
of whom undergo regular training in Europe to maintain
international standards and keep up with security trends.
If you're interested in purchasing an armored vehicle
from HI-PROTECT, long-term leasing and bank financing
are available, and you can expect after-sales support
from HI-PROTECT’s consultants and suppliers worldwide.
+63 2 256 8110, +63 918 810 0889, +63 917 675 1168;
hiprotectarmoredcars.com

CIT Y GARDEN GR AND HOTEL

M I T H I R E S O R T A N D S PA

Breathtaking rooftop views
of the Makati business district

Experience tropical bliss on Panglao Island

There's plenty to enjoy at this city mainstay: its convenient
location in Makati's CBD, spacious 36m 2 deluxe rooms with
plush furnishings and luxurious amenities, and the panoramic
view from the 32nd-floor rooftop restaurant and bar. Wind
down after a long day at the Firefly Roofdeck, which serves
Spanish and Filipino fare, before heading up to its mezzanine
for an unobstructed look at the city. This well-loved hotel
has also clinched a TripAdvisor Travellers' Choice Award.
citygardengrandhotel.com

The 13ha Mithi Resort and Spa is modeled after a traditional
seaside village, giving city-weary visitors the chance to
experience open-to-the-breeze, beach-hut living. Each
of the 68 rooms are furnished with modern conveniences
such as 300-thread-count linen bedding and, in the
seaview villas, private hot tubs that overlook Tagbilaran
Bay. Take your time discovering the coast by kayak,
getting a signature Mithi Spa massage, or simply enjoying
the tranquility of the resort from your villa's balcony.
mithiresort.com

F O L I O
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Taguig City

Venice
Grand Canal
5PM

24 hours in
Metro Manila
Lose yourself in a busy metropolis
that offers myriad cultural and
contemporary experiences

Located in the heart of Luzon island and
comprising 16 cities and one municipality,
Metro Manila is where you'll find a unique
travel experience that embraces the city's
storied heritage and modern sights.
The chief metropolitan area is the seat
of Philippine government and boasts a rich
history, having been a vital international port
of entry for centuries, as well as the center
of the country's industrial development. It
celebrates its heritage through numerous
cultural institutions, from the National
Museum of Fine Arts that features prominent
Filipino artworks to the ancestral houses that
guests can opt to stay in for a memorable
vacation. Business travelers will appreciate
the area's role as an important financial hub –
it is home to headquarters such as the Asian
Development Bank, government agencies and
some of the country’s top universities. And
whether you're traveling for work or leisure,
you'll enjoy the metropolis' vibrant global
dining scene.
Follow this 24-hour guide to Metro Manila
to make the most of your time there.

Move from Chinatown
to Little Italy when
you stop by the
Venice Grand Canal
in McKinley Hill. Take
a romantic ride on a
gondola – helmed by
a singing gondolier
– and make a pledge
of love at the Ponte
de Amore bridge by
attaching a decorated
lock on its rails, or
strike a pose for the
camera at the Rialto
Bridge-inspired
Selfie Bridge.

Quezon City

Eastwood Mall
7A M

Get ready for a busy
day ahead with a
warm-up session
at Anytime Fitness
at Eastwood Mall,
Quezon City. This
24/7 gym sports
all the essential
equipment you’ll need
for a good calorie
burn. Alternatively, go
for a leisurely jog at
the mall’s Open Park
for a dose of fresh air.

Head to Forbes Town
for dinner, and take
your pick of the 37
restaurants and shops
that this retail strip
offers to visitors as
well as the nearby
residential community.

10A M

Drop by Denny’s
for an early lunch.
The American diner
serves up hearty
signature morning
“Slams” – generous
plates comprising
pancakes, waffles,
sandwiches and
omelettes. You can
also choose to make
your own plate by
mixing and matching
items from the menu.

Manila

Lucky Chinatown
12PM

Head to Binondo
District to soak in
some of Metro Manila’s
Filipino-Chinese
culture. Begin at Lucky
Chinatown, the area's
largest mall. Dine at
Sincerity, an iconic
Chinese eatery that
opened in 1956; Masuki
for Cantonese cuisine
or San Guo La Mien
for authentic handpulled noodles.

3PM

Tap into your spiritual
side and head to
Phoenix Dragon for
a feng shui reading
or leave an incense
offering at Miao de
Chan temple. Before
leaving Binondo, check
out the Chinatown
Museum where you'll
learn more about the
district’s history
from the 16th century
till today.

F O L I O
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Pain-free travels

Taguig City

Uptown
Bonifacio

Chiropractor Daniel Su shares tips to prevent
body aches while you are on holiday

9PM

The night's still
young so drop by
Megaworld’s flagship
mall, Uptown Mall in
Uptown Bonifacio,
before it closes at
10pm. It's home to
international luxury
brands and eateries
such as Fred Perry,
and Japanese ramen
giant Ippudo. Then
make your way
to Boozy Bar, the
Philippines’ first
cinema cocktail bar
where you can sip on
your drink of choice
while watching the
latest blockbuster.

Cramped, sore muscles and tight
joints can be a real pain in the neck,
especially when you're away from
home. Dr Daniel Su, a chiropractor
at Spinal Care Chiropractic in Metro
Manila’s Bonifacio Global City,
shares some travel tips to prevent
these aches from developing – and
potentially ruining your holiday.

11 P M

Still up to party?
Check out dining
strip Uptown Parade,
well-known for its
nightclubs and bars.
Get your groove on
at Xylo club or visit
the quirky tropicalthemed The Island,
which even has its
own indoor pool.
Versus Barcade has a
variety of competitive
arcade games for you
to indulge in while
iPong specializes in –
you guessed it –
beer pong.

2AM

After a night of fun,
fuel up with awardwinning nosh at the
Michelin-starred dim
sum restaurant Tim
Ho Wan. Located
in Uptown Mall, the
late-night dining
spot is open till 3am
and offers congee,
pork buns and
various dim sum.

For more information, visit
megaworldcorp.com

WHEN ON THE PLANE
Be careful of what you consume
on board – avoid drinking alcohol
as it will dehydrate you. “Instead,
drink plenty of water," Dr Su
advises. "Keeping yourself hydrated
prevents many health issues,
including swelling and fatigue.”
Intending to catch some
shut-eye on the flight? He
recommends using neck and lumbar
support pillows and reclining your
seat for maximum comfort.
WHEN CARRYING LUGGAGE
You may have plenty of luggage
allowance but having to haul around
heavy bags can really put a strain
on your body.

“Distribute the weight between
two or three bags, so you don’t
need to lift a 30kg luggage off the
baggage carousel,” the doctor
says. “Also consider a four-wheel
luggage, which is easier to
maneuver, thus preventing injury.”

WHEN SIGHTSEEING
The best way to experience the
sights and sounds of a destination
is to explore it on foot. However,
if you’re walking around for
extended periods of time, Dr Su
recommends wearing comfortable
shoes with proper cushioning
and arch support, as this can help
reduce unnecessary stress on your
body – especially your lower back.
If you’re still bothered by
pain, Dr Su suggests placing ice
compresses on your sore spots
to keep the swelling down, and
doing extension stretches to help
alleviate the pain.
Or consider chiropractic care,
which focuses on fixing spinal
misalignments to ease neck
and back pains. A gentle and
safe chiropractic option is the
Gonstead Method, a technique
that goes beyond typical spinal
adjustment as the doctor employs
a comprehensive, five-point
analysis of the patient’s body
before implementing a treatment.
Spinal Care Chiropractic is the
only center in the Philippines to
specialize in this method.

Make an appointment today: Spinal Care Chiropractic, 9/F, Menarco Tower,
32nd Street, Bonifacio Global City, Taguig, Metro Manila
+63 917 842 6160; spinalcareph.com
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PAL flies
to Guam
daily from Manila

D E S T I N AT I O N : G U A M

WORDS: CHELSIA TAN IMAGE: SHUTTERSTOCK

Surrounded by the glistening waters of the western Pacific Ocean, the
island of Guam was visited by Portuguese explorer Ferdinand Magellan in
1521, before being claimed by Spain in 1565 and ceded to the US in 1898.
Today the world-class resort location is still a US territory, boasting white
sand beaches and sweeping coastlines – the most popular attraction
being the Puntan Dos Amantes lookout point, located at the northern end
of Tumon Bay. Guam was also the site of two brutal combats between
American forces and the invading Japanese army during World War II in
1941 and 1944, which history buffs can check out at historical sites such
as the Guam Pacific War Museum and Tumon Beach pillboxes.

BEACH, PLEASE
You can’t visit Guam without
snorkeling in its crystal-clear
waters; it’s the best way to
experience its vibrant array
of coral reefs. Gun Beach,
Ypao Beach and the Spanish
Steps are great starting
points. The island’s waterfalls
are also worth a visit – carve
out time to explore Tarzan
Falls, a 2.3km trail that can
get a little muddy.
visitguam.com

RETAIL THER APY
Just a 10-minute drive
from Antonio B Won Pat
International Airport in
Tamuning is Guam Premier
Outlets, the ultimate
shopping destination on the
island. Alternatively, if you’re
staying in the Tumon Bay
area, you can hop on a direct
shuttle from your hotel. The
mall houses popular fashion
brands such as Calvin Klein
and Levi’s. gpoguam.com

BREAKFAST CLUB
Have a hearty breakfast at
The Kracked Egg, a diner that
opens as early as 5am, and try
crowd favorites like Chamaole
Benedict. For lunch or dinner,
head to Pika’s Café for a menu
inspired by local Chamorro
and California-style cooking.
Go for the Tinaktak Burger – a
coconut milk-coated patty
sandwiched between toasted
ciabatta. thekrackedegg.
com, pikascafeguam.com

3 HOURS
AND 50 MINUTES
THE JOURNEY TO GUAM
VIA PHILIPPINE AIRLINES,
THE ONLY 4-STAR FULLSERVICE CARRIER WITH
NON-STOP FLIGHTS
FROM MANILA.

RESIDENTS OF GUAM
ARE REFERRED TO
AS GUAMANIANS,
WHILE INDIGENOUS
GUAMANIANS ARE
KNOWN AS CHAMORROS.

THERE ARE
SEVEN GOLF COURSES
IN GUAM FOR BOTH
BEGINNERS AND
EXPERIENCED PLAYERS.

10,984M
THE MARIANA TRENCH,
THE WORLD’S DEEPEST
TRENCH WITH A
MAXIMUM KNOWN
DEPTH OF 10,984M,
IS ABOUT 400KM
SOUTHWEST OF GUAM.

TOUCHDOWN
PHNOM PENH

PAL flight attendant
Nanneth Pearl Ormeo
recommends places to see
in Cambodia’s capital city

IMAGES: SHUTTERSTOCK (NATIONAL MUSEUM OF CAMBODIA , RUSSIAN MARKET, PREAH SISOWATH QUAY),
ALAMY (PHSAR REATREY NIGHT MARKET), UY KUYTEAV (KOR KO KUYTEAV)

instagram.com/pearlalouu

Best way to spend
a Sunday afternoon?
Visit Wat Ounalom then walk over
National Museum of
to the
Cambodia where you can watch
the traditional "Earth & Sky" dance
show by cultural enterprise
Cambodian Living Arts.
visitcambodia.org
Best place to buy souvenirs?
Cambodian silks like batik,
rice-paper prints and Mekong quilts
made by the Khmer people are
some of the best pasalubong
(souvenirs) you'll pick up at
2 Phsar Tuol Tom Poung
(Russian Market).
Along Street 163

5

Best place for street food?
Head to 3 Phsar Reatrey – don’t
forget to try prahet (fish cakes) and
lort cha (rice noodles). Along
Street 1 (Preah Sisowath Quay)

2

Best location to view the sunset?
Take a stroll along the 3km 4 Preah
Sisowath Quay alongside Tonle Sap
River for some of the city's best
evening views.
Best restaurant for
weekend brunch?
5 Uy Kuyteav's new outlet at Aeon
Mall serves up delicious Khmer food
such as kor ko kuyteav (beef stew
noodles) and chrouk krav chhang
(salted freshwater fish with
duck eggs). uykuyteav.com

PHILIPPINEAIRLINES.COM

4
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3 I N S TA G R A M - W O R T H Y
HIGHLIGHTS IN BUTUAN
PAL now offers more flights from Manila
to Butuan – it’s time you add the “Timber City
of the South” to your travel list
Once famous for its timber industry, which thrived from the 1940s
to 1970s, Butuan in the center of the Caraga Region is known these
days as a trading hub that connects neighboring cities like Davao
and Cagayan de Oro. But it’s not just business that attracts visitors
to the city – it offers a rich and varied travel experience with plenty
of photo opportunities. From picture-perfect attractions to colorful
festivals, these highlights will inspire you to visit.

IMAGES: CORTES TOURISM OFFICE (LASWITAN LAGOON),
ROMANO JAPITANA (UBE BIKO), HERBERT KIKOY (KAHIMUNAM FESTIVAL)

B R E AT H TA K I N G S I G H T S

Nature lovers will enjoy
attractions such as Tagnote
Falls. Located about 40 minutes
from the city, this two-tiered
waterfall is surrounded by lush
forests and has a crystal-clear
pool. Got time to spare? Take a
longer drive to Laswitan Lagoon
(pictured) to catch the majestic
Pacific Ocean waves crashing
against the rocks, or head to the
Enchanted River in Hinatuan to
admire its sapphire-blue basin.
The trips should take four- and
three hours by car from Butuan
Airport respectively.

11X
A WEEK

M O U T H WAT E R I N G
DELIGHTS

While in the city, one should
sample some of Butuan’s best
delicacies. Head to Enia’s
Something Special on Doongan
Road for ube biko (pictured), a
sticky rice and coconut cream
dessert; or Margie’s Bakeshop
along M. Calo Street for brownie
thins, dark chocolate cookies
and its popular chocolate
Cookie Monster cake. But if
you’ve only got space for one
treat, make it the palagsing, a
starchy snack made from sago,
coconut flesh and brown sugar,
all wrapped in banana leaves.

V I B R A N T F I E S TA S

Cultural experiences are aplenty in the
city. For starters, the Kahimunan Festival –
celebrated every third Sunday of January –
honors Butuan’s patron saint, Santo Niño,
with street performances and colorful
parades by contingents of Mindanao. In
May, there’s the Balanghai Festival, a
month-long celebration in remembrance
of Butuan’s early settlers. Visiting in July?
The Abayan Festival is a riverside party for
Saint Anne, the patroness of Agusan River.
And happening in August is the Adlaw
Hong Butuan Festival, a Charter Day
celebration featuring a thanksgiving mass
and a palagsing festival where variations
of the famous delicacy are showcased, as
well as street parties.

Hop onboard a PAL flight from Manila to Butuan. The route is now available 11 times weekly,
together with full-service perks such as inflight snacks and ample legroom.

PHILIPPINEAIRLINES.COM
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Sprinter Trenten
Anthony Beram
was the first
Filipino athlete
to win two gold
medals in the
2017 SEA Games

G E T RE ADY FO R TH E
30TH SEA GAMES 2019
IMAGE: SHUTTERSTOCK (SPRINTER TRENTEN ANTHONY BERAM)

Philippine Airlines is the official airline of the largest sporting event in the region –
held every two years and hosted for the fourth time in the Philippines this year
From November 30 to December 11,
the Philippines is proudly hosting
the 30th Southeast Asia Games –
the largest edition of the regional
bi-annual event that was first held
in Bangkok in 1959 as the Southeast
Asian Peninsula Games.
With 530 events across 56 sports,
this year will be the biggest SEA
Games to date – and the fourth time
that the Philippines has taken up
the mantle.
Over 8,750 athletes will compete
and vie for 1,590 medals as 11
countries in the region go head to
head. The participating countries
are Brunei, Cambodia, Indonesia,
Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar, the

PHILIPPINEAIRLINES.COM

Philippines, Singapore, Thailand,
Timor-Leste and Vietnam.
The 30th SEA Games kick off at
the Philippine Arena – the world's
largest indoor arena – with 55,000
spectators expected to watch the
live performances of world-class
Filipino talents: Black Eyed Peas'
Apl de Ap, singer Lani Misalucha and
Filipino boy band TNT Boys. It will
also be broadcasted in real time
across 11 countries.
The closing ceremony will be
held at the Athletics Stadium in
New Clark City, the main hub of this
year's Games.
The theme of the event this year
is "We Win As One" – with Tony

Award-winner Lea Salonga singing
the official hymn – which praises the
competitive elements of the Games
while at the same time advocating
for common roots, shared dreams
and regional unity.
When the Philippines hosted the
SEA Games in 2005, it was awarded
113 gold medals – more than any
other country that year. Filipinos are
hopeful for a repeat win, but they’ll
need to surpass Malaysia, which
won 145 gold medals at the 2017
Games. Thailand will also prove to
be a formidable force as the nation
with the most accumulative SEA
Games medals since its 1959 debut.
2019seagames.com – Joshua Zukas
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THINGS TO KNOW ABOUT
N E W C L A R K C I T Y ' S AT H L E T I C S S TA D I U M
INSPIRED BY
NATURE
The shape of the
20,000-seater
stadium was
inspired by Mount
Pinatubo's caldera
– the crater formed
at the top of the
volcano after its
1991 eruption.

COLOR ME
OR ANGE
The pillars are
painted in a
specially created
hue called B+R
Active-Orange;
the structures
appear like lava
overflowing from
the crater.

NATUR AL
VENTILATION
The stadium's
design ensures
wider gaps behind
the spectator
seats while the
hallways act like
wind tunnels
to keep the
building cool.

Buy SEA
Games tickets
– including for the
opening ceremony
– at SM ticket offices
nationwide or from
their website.
smtickets.com

WORDS: JOSHUA ZUKAS | IMAGE: MARC HENRICH GO, ERIC BELTRAN AND KEVIN EVORA

LET THE GAMES BEGIN
With over 40 sports venues for the 30th SEA Games,
it can be confusing to know where to catch your favorite
sports. Here's the lowdown
NEW CLARK CITY
The Philippines has played host to
the SEA Games four times, but it is
only now that the event is being held
in New Clark City – just 20km from
Clark International Airport – where a
new 40ha sports complex has been
built in time for the 30th SEA Games.
Considered the main hub of the
Games, this development in Capas,
Tarlac, boasts a world-class sports
complex with a running track,
athletics stadium, aquatics center
and athlete's village – all designed
by Budji+Royal Architecture+Design.
METRO MANILA
City slickers don't need to feel left
out. The most exciting games will
still be held in venues across the
metro, including SM Megamall's ice

PHILIPPINEAIRLINES.COM

skating rink, Rizal Memorial Sports
Complex and Mall of Asia. Games
include basketball, weightlifting,
badminton and football.
SUBIC BAY
Over at Subic Bay you can watch
athletes compete in sepak takraw,
Muay Thai, pentathlon and triathlon.
Open water events that will keep
your heart pumping are canoeing,
kayaking and rowing.
ON TELEVISION
If you'd rather watch from the
comfort of your home, over 15 sports
will be broadcast live, including
diving, swimming, water polo,
basketball (5-on-5), gymnastics,
boxing, e-sports, men's football
and taekwondo.

W E A R E F A M I LY
The name of the 30th
SEA Games' mascot
is meant to reflect
inclusivity at this
year’s Games.
Called Pami, it is a
shortened version of
pamilya, the Filipino
word for family.
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A T H L E T E S T O WA T C H
Will these Southeast Asian athletes who were medallists
at the Rio 2016 Olympics break their personal records this year?
All eyes at the 30th SEA Games will be
on Singapore's Joseph Isaac Schooling,
who took gold in the 100m butterfly
at the 2016 Olympics. His time – 50.39
seconds – remains an Olympic record.
Out of the water, Southeast Asia as
a region has always punched above its
weight in weightlifting. In shooting,

Hoang Xuan Vinh won Vietnam its first
Olympic gold medal in 2016.
Of course we're also looking out
for upcoming stars in new sports
events like 3-on-3 basketball, breaking
(dancesport), beach handball, jiu-jitsu,
kurash, sambo, skateboarding, surfing
and underwater hockey.

THINGS TO
KNOW ABOUT
T H E A Q U AT I C S
CENTER

WORDS: JOSHUA ZUKAS | IMAGE: SHUTTERSTOCK (JOSEPH SCHOOLING),
MARC HENRICH GO, ERIC BELTRAN AND KEVIN EVORA (AQUATICS CENTER), GETTY IMAGES (GIRL POWER)

VERNACULAR
DESIGN
The roof of the
Aquatics Center
mimics the
diamond pattern
of capiz windows
in traditional
Philippine houses.
STAY FOR
THE NIGHT
When the center
is lit up, its festive
colors and design
will remind you of a
Christmas lantern.
DIVE IN
The Aquatics Center
has a seating
capacity of 2,000
and features a
competition pool,
diving pool and
training pool.

GIRL
POWER

Sri Wahyuni Agustiani
Silver medallist
from Indonesia

Hidilyn Diaz
Silver medallist
from the Philippines

Sukanya Srisurat
Gold medallist
from Thailand

Sopita Tanasan
Gold medallist
from Thailand

These four female
weightlifters from
Southeast Asia –
who won medals
at the 2016
Olympics – are
competing in the
30th SEA Games

PHILIPPINEAIRLINES.COM
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WAT C H T H E
30TH SEA
GAMES LIVE!
Catch a PAL flight from
these Southeast Asian
cities and watch the
Games as they happen
in Clark* and Manila

Always remember this milestone sports event with these
special souvenir items from the PAL x SEA Games Collection.
The items include shirts, caps and umbrellas, and will be
available at the PAL Boutique kiosks in four SEA Games fan
zones – where you can cheer for your favorite athletes in
public while watching live broadcast of the games. If you're
in Metro Manila, head to World Trade Center. There are also
fan zones in Clark Parade Grounds at the Clark Freeport
Zone, New Clark City and the newly upgraded Remy Field
in Subic. boutique.philippineairlines.com

THE FUTURE
IS HERE

178
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The 30th SEA Games is the first major
sports event to include e-sports, also
known as competitive video-gaming.
Over 200 teams and individuals will
be battling it out for gold across
different video-game disciplines,
including team category Dota2, an
online fantasy battle arena game
played between two teams of five
players, and individual category
Tekken 7, the latest installment of a
fighting game series first launched in
1994. Other video-game disciplines
include Mobile Legends: Bang Bang,
Arena of Valor, Starcraft II and
Hearthstone.

Jakarta
10x weekly
to Manila

Hanoi
4x weekly
to Manila

Kuala Lumpur
10x weekly
to Manila

Ho Chi Minh
8x weekly
to Manila

Phnom Penh
5x weekly
to Manila

Bali
Daily to
Manila

Singapore
4x daily
to Manila

*Genesis Transport Service
has direct bus transfers
from Manila's Ninoy Aquino
International Airport to Clark
International Airport

EXPLORE
THE REST OF
TH E COU NTRY
PAL flies from
Clark to these exciting
domestic destinations
Antique
(San Jose)
3x weekly
Bacolod
Daily
Basco
(Batanes)
2x daily
Busanga
5x weekly
Calbayog
3x weekly
Caticlan
(Boracay)
Daily

Catarman
Daily
Cebu
Daily
Davao
11x weekly
Puerto
Princesa
Daily
Siargao
2x daily
San Vicente
(Gateway
to El Nido)
4x weekly

PHILIPPINEAIRLINES.COM
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B R I N G H O M E A PA L X
SEA GAMES COLLECTIBLE

Bangkok
3x daily
to Manila

W I N N I N G AT T I T U D E
PAL's flight attendants put their best
faces forward at the nation’s most
prestigious beauty pageant

The poise and values embodied by PAL's
flight crew shone through at this year's
Binibining Pilipinas – the most wellknown nationwide beauty pageant in
the Philippines that began in 1964 – with
the participation of PAL flight attendants
Denielle Joie Magno, Kimberle Mae Penchon
and Joahnna Carla Saad as well as PAL
Express FA Martina Turner Diaz. While they
did not emerge as top title winners, their
stories broke the win-the-crown-at-all-costs
stereotype of pageant title hopefuls. Saad
placed 15th in the finals, while Diaz landed
25th and won the Miss Philippine Airlines
title, and both ladies went home happy and
enriched by the experience.
Dumaguete native Saad has been flying
for four years now. The 26-year-old says
that her cabin crew training prepared her
well for the grueling, three-months-long
pageant. “We interacted with different
people and fellow candidates. We learned
a lot from the workshops, similar to our
cabin crew training, such as lessons on
makeup, poise and social etiquette,” she
says. Saad also discovered that pageant
winners would have to take a long leave
of absence from work to perform their
duties during their one-year reign. As
someone who is dedicated to her flying
career, she said she would not trade her
career for a crown. “I love my job. While
I learned a lot from the experience,
flying is a far better high for me than the
glamor of a beauty title.”
Diaz, 23, echoes the same
sentiment. The Muntinlupa
native recalls the intense
competition among the
candidates, including
the race to get the most
likes and views for their
Facebook posts, which
was a determining factor

1

in choosing the winner. Despite being
surrounded by the pressures of the pageant,
she remains grounded, saying: “I do not
need a crown to prove myself.” Instead, Diaz
took home important life lessons – positive
self-esteem and projection, as well as the
ability to get along with others – which she
combined with her PAL Express cabin crew
training, like offering a warm and caring
service, being dedicated to her duty and
embodying Filipino hospitality.
When Diaz was presented the Miss
Philippine Airlines special award during the
coronation night, she fought back tears.
“When the Miss PAL sash was pinned on me,
I knew my lola (grandmother) was watching.
She had two dreams for me – to be a
stewardess and a beauty queen. That
night, they were both fulfilled.”
Today, when taking their
respective flight assignments,
Saad and Diaz look forward to
gliding down the cabin aisles.
Unlike the pageant runway, they
won’t have to prepare for glaring
spotlights or deafening applause
– all they need to do is focus
on maintaining their poise
with confidence and warmth
as they take care of their
passengers, with a touch of
Buong-Pusong Alaga (wholehearted service), of course.
– Jonathan P Gesmundo
and Ella Hernandez

1 From left: PAL vicepresident for corporate
communications Josen
Perez de Tagle with PAL
Express FA Martina Turner
Diaz (center) and Miss
Universe 2011 3rd runnerup Shamcey Supsup-Lee
at the 2019 Binibining
Pilipinas competition,
where Diaz placed 25th
and was named Miss
Philippine Airlines

2 PAL flight attendant
Joahnna Carla Saad
during the evening gown
competition. Saad was
in 15th place at the 2019
Binibining Pilipinas

2
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# F LY P A L
T R AV E L H A C K S
Welcome aboard!
Here are a few tips on how to have a seamless and enjoyable flying experience with PAL

Handcarry
Luggage and
Electronic Devices

Check your flight status

7kg

You can check the status of your flight from two days before until two
days after your scheduled departure by clicking the Flight Status tab on
philippineairlines.com or the Philippine Airlines Mobile App.

45" or 115cm

Three ways to check-in
ONLINE
Skip the line and access online check-in at philippineairlines.com between 24 hours
and an hour and 15 minutes before your flight’s departure. Upon arrival at the airport,
simply proceed to the Online Check-in Bag drop counter to drop off your bags. Those
without check-in baggage on PAL domestic flights may proceed directly to their
assigned boarding gate with their valid government IDs.
AT THE AIRPORT
Our customer service agents will be glad to check you in for your flight.
Senior citizens, pregnant women, PWDs and passengers traveling with infants may use
the courtesy check-in lanes at the airport.

Passengers are permitted
one cabin bag each. It should
not weigh more than 7kg and
the total dimensions must
not exceed 45" or 115cm.
Personal items such as laptops,
handbags and cameras may be
carried separately. Electronic
devices must be turned off
during take-off, approach
and landing.

Food & Beverage

Philippine Airlines is pleased to
serve complimentary inflight
meals on all international
flights, as well as a variety of
drinks depending on the route.
Alcoholic beverages are served
on international flights and only
to passengers aged 18 years
and older (21 years on flights
to and from the US). The cabin
crew reserves the right not to
serve alcoholic drinks if the
situation so warrants.

Passengers with special dietary
needs can order special meals at
least 48 hours before departure.

Inflight Amenities

Toiletries. Available inside the
cabin lavatories. Blankets.
Available upon request on
regional flights, and to all
passengers traveling to and
from Japan and Korea, and on
long-haul flights including to
Sydney, Brisbane, Melbourne
and Auckland. Pillows. Available
on all international flights. Ear
plugs. Available upon request
on both regional and long-haul
flights. Overnight kits. Given
to Economy and Business Class
passengers on long-haul flights
including to Sydney, Brisbane,
Melbourne and Auckland. Junior
Jetsetter activity kits. Given to
children aged two to 11 flying
on select international routes.

AT THE AIRPORT KIOSK
You may also check in via an airport kiosk located near PAL's check-in counters for your
convenience. This service is available in Cebu, Bangkok, Caticlan and Los Angeles.

Customer care
Want to share your travel experience with Philippine Airlines? Give a compliment,
share a suggestion or feedback by sending an email to wecare@pal.com.ph

Airport
Lounges

Get the latest PAL updates and flight notifications at your fingertips

i
184

Please provide your updated contact details (such as mobile number and email
address) to receive flight change notifications directly from PAL. If you booked
through a travel agency, make sure they share your contact details with us or you
may give it by calling our Reservations Hotline at +63 2 8885 8888. Otherwise, please
expect to receive notifications from your travel agent or by accessing the Manage
My Booking tab on philippineairlines.com.
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PAL has Mabuhay
Lounges in Manila,
Bacolod, Cagayan de Oro,
Cebu, Davao, General
Santos City, Iloilo, Puerto
Princesa and San Francisco
for Business Class
passengers, as well as
Mabuhay Miles Million Miler,
Premier Elite and
Elite members.

PHILIPPINEAIRLINES.COM

Mabuhay Miles
Frequent Flyer
Rewards Program
Travel for free with PAL by
flying, shopping, dining,
driving and unwinding.
Registration is open to
anyone with a valid unique
email address, two years
old and above. Download
the new Mabuhay Miles
mobile app or visit
mabuhaymiles.com.

Sky Boutique
Duty Free
Shop from our wide
selection of over a hundred
international luxury brands
and Philippine Airlines
merchandise, including
fashion, electronics, beauty
products, travel essentials
and PAL exclusives.
Passengers may also
pre-order three days
before their flight.

RHUSH
(Rapid Handling
of Urgent Shipments)
This airport-to-airport
service is the fastest way
to ship cargo. For more
information, please call
PAL Cargo Sales and
Reservations in Manila at
+63 2 831 3061, 879 5879,
834 0362 or 853 3059, or
any PAL office
in your area.
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CONNECT AND DISCOVER THE WORLD
Enjoy fast and unlimited Wi-Fi in any part
of the world with myPAL Roam

HOW TO PURCHASE

• Upon booking at
philippineairlines.com,
roam.philippineairlines.com,
or Manage My Booking.

• Choose if you want
to receive your device
via Home Delivery,
Onboard, or myPAL
Roam Airport Booths at
NAIA Terminal 1 and 2.

Up your Instagram game with every
moment of your well-deserved holiday
– whether you're traveling around the
Philippines or overseas.
With myPAL Roam, PAL's very own
affordable pocket Wi-Fi, you won’t
have to worry about draining your
phone's battery while sharing your
signal with your travel companions,
or returning from your holidays to a
headache-inducing phone bill.

myPAL Roam 4G Plus

A service that seamlessly connects
up to five devices in over 100 countries
worldwide, myPAL Roam is available in
4G Plus and 3G options, and offers fast
and unlimited Wi-Fi from US$5 per day.
Better still, the deposit fee is waived
for Mabuhay Miles members.
Not flying by Philippine Airlines? No
problem, as even non-PAL passengers
have access to this service. Visit roam.
philippineairlines.com for more details.

myPAL Roam 3G

Wireless Data Connection:
Supports global 4G LTE data service
Unlimited uploading and downloading

Wireless Data Connection:
Maximum download speed of 42Mbps
Maximum upload speed of 21Mbps

POWER: Up to 12 hours' usage time;
16–20 hours' standby time

POWER: Up to 8 hours’ usage time;
12 hours’ standby time

BOX INCLUSIONS:

BOX INCLUSIONS:

myPAL Roam
4G device

USB charging
cable

PHILIPPINEAIRLINES.COM

User
manual

myPAL Roam
3G device

USB charging
cable

W H AT O U R PA S S E N G E R
H A S T O S AY A B O U T
M Y PA L R OA M :
“I liked its long battery
life, the internet speed and
reliable connection. The
claiming process was also
efficient and convenient.
To be honest, myPAL Roam
exceeded expectations:
Despite me traveling to areas
outside of city limits, it did
not falter. I would recommend
it to anyone traveling alone
or in a group. Who needs
roaming from a telco when
this is more convenient and
cost-effective?”
– Hannah Inserto

User
manual
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WHERE TO
MAKE YO U R
C A S H PAY M E N T S

PAY F O R Y O U R PA L F L I G H T S
IN CASH IN 3 EASY STEPS
With more than 20,000 partner payment centers nationwide,
paying for your PAL flights is so convenient

For bookings
made online
Peso cash payments
for domestic flights
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

7-Eleven
Bayad Center
Cebuana Lhuillier
ECPay
M Lhuillier
One Network Bank
Robinsons Department
Store (all locations)
SM Bills Payment Center
Asia United Bank
Banco De Oro Unibank
Philippine National Bank
Union Bank of the
Philippines (UnionBank)

US dollar cash payments
for international
bookings
•
•
•
•

STEP 1

Book online or through
PAL’s Reservations Hotline
Visit philippineairlines.com or
call +63 2 8885 8888 (Manila), +63 32 340
0191 (Cebu) or +63 82 287 7788 (Davao)
and book a PAL flight originating from
the Philippines at least 48 hours before
the scheduled departure.

STEP 2

Asia United Bank
Banco De Oro Unibank
Philippine National Bank
Union Bank of the
Philippines (UnionBank)

Print or note down your reference code
For bookings made online, the 16-digit
reference code must be noted and
printed out. For bookings made through
PAL’s Reservations Hotline, the 8-digit
reference code from the reservations
agent must be noted and presented to
the accredited payment center.

For bookings
made through PAL's
Reservations Hotline
Peso cash payments
for domestic and
international flights
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BDO
BPI
Chinabank
EastWest
Metrobank
RCBC
Union Bank of the
Philippines (UnionBank)
• LBC
• 7-Eleven
• Bayad Center
• EC Pay
• RuralNet
• Maybank
• PNB
• Sterling Bank
• Robinsons Department
Store (all locations)
• SM Bills Payment Center
• Security Bank
• M Lhuillier
• Cebuana Lhuillier

STEP 3

Pay for your ticket
Pay for your reservation in cash through
our accredited partner payment centers,
with more than 20,000 branches
nationwide. A representative is allowed
to pay on your behalf as long as the
correct reference code is presented.

Hot tip: Pay for your ticket on the same day to avoid losing your reservation. Please note that
some payment centers may have different operating hours and cut-off times.
PAYMENT CUT-OFF TIME FOR RESERVATIONS MADE ONLINE:
On or before 11:45pm on the day of booking
PAYMENT CUT-OFF TIME FOR RESERVATIONS MADE THROUGH THE RESERVATIONS HOTLINE:
On or before 10pm on the day of booking

PHILIPPINEAIRLINES.COM
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ROUTE MAPS

Philippines
Basco (Batanes)

Busuanga
San Vicente
(Gateway to El Nido)
Puerto Princesa

DOMESTIC
D E S T I N AT I O N S

Caticlan
(Boracay)

Antique
(San Jose)

Laoag

20

from Manila

Catarman
Calbayog

Bacolod
Cebu
Siargao

Davao

19

from Cebu

12

from Clark

7

CLARK

from Davao

(Mega Manila)

MANILA

Legazpi

Boracay (Caticlan)
Kalibo

Iloilo
Roxas

Tacloban

Iloilo
Bacolod
Puerto Princesa

CEBU

Cebu
Siargao

Tagbilaran
(Panglao, Bohol)

Zamboanga

Tagbilaran
(Panglao, Bohol)

Dumaguete

Butuan
Dipolog

Clark
(Mega Manila)

Manila

Busuanga

Legazpi

Zamboanga
Kalibo
Caticlan (Boracay)
Tacloban
Iloilo
Bacolod
Puerto
Siargao
Princesa
Camiguin
Butuan
Dipolog
Cagayan de Oro
Ozamiz
Tawi-Tawi
Davao
Zamboanga
General Santos

PHILIPPINEAIRLINES.COM

Cagayan de Oro

Ozamiz

Cotabato

DAVAO

General Santos
Starting December 15, PAL will be
flying to these destinations via Q 400:
- Cebu to Dipolog (Mon, Wed, Fri and Sun)
- Cebu to Zamboanga (2x daily)
- Zamboanga to Tawi-Tawi (daily)
- Davao to Iloilo (daily) starting January 3, 2020
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ROUTE MAPS

International
A I R L I N E PA R T N E R S
Philippine Airlines has partnered with several
airlines to serve you better. These privileges
are listed in the table below and can be
made available provided that ticket sales and
reservations are under PAL’s seat allocation,
and upon presentation of the Mabuhay Miles
membership card.

CLARK
JAPAN
Sapporo

CEBU

Niigata

TAGBILARAN
(BOHOL)

Sendai
Iwakuni
Itami
Kumamoto
Nagasaki
Tokushima
Kagoshima
Miyazaki

London
(Heathrow)

Okinawa

Beijing

Istanbul

Dammam
Bahrain

Doha
Dubai

Riyadh
THAILAND
Chiang Rai
Chiang Mai
Lampang
Sukhothai
Trat
Samui
Phuket
Krabi

Seoul
(Incheon)

Sapporo

Tokyo (Narita)
Busan
Tokyo (Haneda)
Nagoya
Fukuoka
Osaka
Shanghai
Quanzhou (Jinjiang)
Lihue
Guangzhou
Taipei
Hanoi
Xiamen
Kahului
Macau Hong Kong
Honolulu
Guam
Kona
Bangkok
Hilo
Phnom Penh
Ho Chi Minh City
MANILA
Kuala Lumpur
Singapore
Bandar
Seri Begawan
Jakarta
Bali (Denpasar)
Port Moresby

M A L AYS I A
Alor Setar
Kota Bharu
Langkawi
Labuan
Penang
K. Terengganu Miri

Prince George
Edmonton
Vancouver
Calgary
Kelowna
Victoria
Winnipeg
Ottawa
Toronto
San Francisco
Los Angeles

Manila-Kuala Lumpur
Kuala Lumpur-Alor
Setar, Johor Bahru,
K. Terengganu, Kota
Bharu, Kota Kinabalu,
Kuching, Labuan,
Langkawi, Miri, Penang,
Sibu, Tawau
Cebu-Hong Kong

Quebec City
Montreal
Halifax

Manila-Bahrain
Manila-Macau

New York

Manila-Istanbul
Manila-Jakarta
Manila-Ho Chi Minh City
Manila-Hanoi

PAL flights
PAL flights from Clark
PAL flights from Cebu
Codeshare

Haneda-Osaka Itami,
Iwakuni, Miyazaki,
Kumamoto, Kagoshima,
Nagasaki, Sapporo,
Tokushima

I N T E R N AT I O N A L
D E S T I N AT I O N S

Kota Kinabalu
Tawau

Kuching

Vancouver-Calgary,
Edmonton, Winnipeg,
Victoria, Kelowna,
Prince George, Toronto

5

Sydney
Auckland

Melbourne

Narita-Niigata, Osaka
Itami, Sapporo

from Manila

Brisbane

Manila-Haneda/
Narita
Fukuoka-Okinawa,
Osaka Itami,
Miyazaki, Sendai
Nagoya-Miyazaki,
Sendai, Sapporo

41

Sibu
Johor Bahru

Bangkok-Chiang Mai,
Chiang Rai, Phuket,
Krabi, Lampang, Trat,
Sukhothai, Samui

from Cebu

Toronto-Ottawa,
Montreal, Halifax,
Quebec City
Manila-Taipei
Manila-Xiamen
Manila-Jinjiang
Cebu-Xiamen
Cebu-Fuzhou

OUR FLEET

Manila-Brunei

B777–300ER
Capacity: 370
(Business: 42
Economy: 328)

A350–900
Capacity: 295
(Business: 30
Premium Economy: 24
Economy: 241)

A330–300
Capacity: 363
(Business: 18
Premium Economy*: 33
Economy: 312)

A330–300
Capacity: 309
(Business: 18
Premium Economy: 24
Economy: 267)

A321–200 (NEO)
Capacity: 168
(Business: 12
Economy: 156)

A321–200 (NEO)SR
Capacity: 195
(Business: 12
Economy: 183)

A321–200 (CEO)
Capacity: 199
(Business: 12
Premium Economy*: 18
Economy: 169)

A320–200
Capacity: 156
(Business: 12
Economy: 144)

Q400NG
Capacity: 86
(Premium
Economy*: 6
Economy: 80)
*On domestic flights
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Honolulu-Hilo,
Kahului, Kona,
Lihue
Mabuhay Miles Mileage Accrual
Lounge Access

Additional Baggage Allowance

Transfer Service Between NAIA Terminal 1 & 2

Note: Lounge access and additional baggage allowance shall
apply to Million Milers and Premier Elite members taking
All Nippon Airways flights.
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eSuite
CHECK OUT OUR GUIDE TO MORE THAN 300 HOURS' WORTH OF MOVIES, MUSIC AND TV TO KEEP YOU ENTERTAINED

NOW
SHOWING
Spider-Man:
Far From Home

201

207

MOVIES

TELEVISION

Catch up on the latest
releases and Hollywood
hits from over the years

Stay entertained
with an exciting
selection of shows

ENTERTAINMENT

myPAL

Check out myPAL Player
and myPAL eSuite Personal
TV to enjoy entire albums
and playlists across genres
from around the world

©2019 COLUMBIA PICTURES INDUSTRIES, INC.

PHILIPPINEAIRLINES.COM
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I N F LI G H T O N YO U R OWN D E V I C E S

HOW TO USE MYPAL
ESUITE DUAL SCREEN
MOBILE
Stay in touch onboard with
myPAL Mobile, which allows you
to conveniently call or send text
messages using your mobile device.

Turn flight mode on before take off.
Once the aircraft reaches cruising altitude,
you may switch off flight mode and
connect to the On Air cellular network
To call or text, enter "+" followed
by the country code, area code
and phone number.

Roaming rates apply and are determined
by your mobile service provider.

WIFI
Stay connected with myPAL WiFi.
Browse the internet and update your
social media accounts while on board.

Enable WiFi on
your personal
device/s and
select “myPAL”
Hotspot.

Enjoy complimentary
WiFi and top-up
with a renewal
plan to extend
the service.*

Launch a web
browser to
access the
portal. If not
automatically
redirected,
enter “portal.
inflight.onair.
aero” on the
browser's
address bar.

Surf the web! Enjoy.

Enter your
email address
in the space
provided.
*Data usage varies depending on passenger
device or activity such as browsing, messaging
or sending and receiving emails.

Take your PAL experience to
new heights by pairing your
device with our myPAL eSuite
Before your flight:
1. Install the myPAL
Player app from
the App Store or
Google Play.
During your flight:
1. Turn on the WiFi
on your
personal device
and select the
“myPAL” hotspot.

MYPAL PLAYER
Stream movies, TV shows and music
on your own smartphones or tablets
with myPAL Player, Philippine Airlines’
free inflight entertainment app.

PRE-FLIGHT INSTRUCTIONS
Installation of myPAL Player through
App Store and Google PlayTM needs
to be done before your flight as it
requires an internet connection.
For Apple devices

For AndroidTM devices

2. Launch the myPAL
Player app.

Click on APP STORE
on your Apple device.

3. On your myPAL
eSuite TV screens,
tap the pairing
on top
button
of the navigation
bar.

Open GOOGLE PLAY TM
on your AndroidTM
device.

In the search field,
type “myPAL Player”.

4. On your personal
device, tap the
remote button
and then tap
“Next”.
5A. Using your
device, scan
the QR code
displayed on
the screen and
tap "Pair" to
complete the
process.
5B. Tap "Pair using
number code
instead" on both
your personal
device and
inflight TV. Using
your device, enter
the four-digit
code displayed
on your inflight
TV and tap "Pair"
to complete the
process.
How to unpair your
personal device:
1. Tap the pairing
on top
button
of the navigation
bar.
2. Click “Unpair
Device”. A pop-up
will appear to
show that the
device has been
unpaired.
Note:
Available on PAL's A350 aircraft only.

Click GET then
install to download
the app.

Click Search and type
"myPAL Player", then
click to install.

INSTRUCTIONS

E V E R Y T H I N G T O K E E P Y O U E N T E R TA I N E D

Click ACCEPT after
reviewing the app’s
permissions.

INFLIGHT INSTRUCTIONS
For AndroidTM devices
(Installation Onboard Flight)
TO ACCESS
Under SETTINGS>
SECURITY, check
UNKNOWN SOURCES.
This will allow you to
install applications
outside Google PlayTM.

Select and connect
to the “myPAL” WiFi
network.

Open browser, wait
for redirection and
scroll down to the
DOWNLOAD APP
button.

Enable WiFi on your
personal device/s
and select “myPAL”
Hotspot.

Click on the myPAL
Player app. Enjoy!
Or launch a web
browser and if
not automatically
redirected, enter
“play.onboard.onair.
aero”.

Once downloaded,
click the my-PALPlayer.apk file and
use the PACKAGE
INSTALLER to
complete
the action.

Applications are available on select aircraft. Please ensure that you bring your earphones and keep your devices fully charged
to enjoy these services. GSM + WiFi services are available once aircraft reaches cruising altitude.
You may experience service disruptions when flying over countries that have not yet authorized the service.

PHILIPPINEAIRLINES.COM
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MOVIES

SCHEDULE

FRESH FROM THE BOX

Business Class

The Girl In The
Orange Dress
Jericho Rosales,
Jessy Mendiola

WARNER C.

Once Upon A Time
In... Hollywood
Leonardo DiCaprio,
Brad Pitt

Pavarotti
Spike Lee,
Princess Diana

Sword Of Trust
Marc Maron,
Jon Bass

© BLEECKER STREET

© 2019 TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX FILM CORPORATION

PARAMOUNT C.

Spider-Man:
Far From Home
Tom Holland,
Samuel L Jackson

Jack Em Popoy:
The Puliscredibles
Vic Sotto,
Coco Martin

The Art Of Racing
In The Rain
Kevin Costner,
Amanda Seyfried

The Lion King
Donald Glover,
Beyoncé

The Art Of
Self-Defense
Jesse Eisenberg,
Alessandro Nivola

PARAMOUNT C.

INBOUND
1st AIRSHOW
The Lion King
2nd Short Films
AIRSHOW

Godzilla: King
Of Monsters
Kyle Chandler,
Vera Farmiga

©2019 DISNEYPIXAR

OUTBOUND
1st AIRSHOW
Spider-Man: Far From Home
2nd Short Films
AIRSHOW

©2019 COLUMBIA PICTURES INDUSTRIES, INC.

US Mainland, London,
Canada, Australia,
New Zealand
Video On Demand
A350, B777,
A330 (Tri-Class)
A321NEO
For a list of movies, please
refer to pages 201 and 203

f
O nth
ck o
Pi e M
Th

OUTBOUND/
INBOUND MANILA

On select international
flights
A320

Dora And The
Lost City Of Gold
Isabela Moner,
Eugenio Derbez

Peter Parker's school trip
to Europe is interrupted by
SHIELD director Nick Fury,
who tasks him with a mission
to save the world from
four destructive elemental
creatures: Earth, Air,
Water and Fire. With
danger following him and
his classmates, Parker
reluctantly joins Fury
and fellow superhero
Mysterio in the fight
against evil.

Economy Class

Middle East
A330 (Bi-Class)
For a list of movies,
please refer to page 205

© 2019 PARAMOUNT PICTURES

Booksmart
Kaitlyn Dever,
Beanie Feldstein

On select international
flights
A320
For a list of movies,
please refer to page 201

© 2018 CTMG, INC.

Middle East
A330 (Bi-Class)
For a list of movies,
please refer to page 205

© 2019 DISNEY

US Mainland, London,
Canada, Australia, New
Zealand Video On Demand
A350, B777,
A330 (Tri-Class)
A321NEO
For a list of movies, please
refer to pages 201 and 203

EIM C.

OUTBOUND/
INBOUND MANILA

Toy Story 4
Tom Hanks,
Tim Allen

Wild Rose
Jessie Buckley,
Matt Costello

While every effort has been made to keep our playlist current at the time of publication, some programs may not be available due to ongoing system updates.
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MOVIES

POPULAR
TITLES THROUGH
THE YEARS

VIEWER'S CHOICE

Pirates Of The Caribbean:
The Curse Of The Black
Pearl

©2019 DISNEY ENTERPRISES, INC.

Kung Fu Panda 3

© 2019 MOON COLLECTORS LLC

Descendants

© 2019 DISNEY ENTERPRISES, INC.

Collateral Beauty

©2019 MARVEL

Beauty And The Beast

Pretty Woman
Sex And The City
Sherlock Gnomes

Aladdin
Will Smith,
Mena Massoud

Alone/Together
Liza Soberano,
Enrique Gil

Apollo 11
Buzz Aldrin,
Joan Ann Archer

Fast Color
Gugu Mbatha-Raw,
David Strathairn

John Wick: Chapter
3 – Parabellum
Keanu Reeves,
Halle Berry

Long Shot
Charlize Theron,
Seth Rogen

Rocketman
Taron Egerton,
Jamie Bell

Shazam!
Zachary Levi,
Mark Strong

Avengers: Endgame
Robert Downey Jr,
Chris Evans

© 2019 LIONSGATE

PARAMOUNT C.

Sherlock Holmes:
A Game Of Shadows

© 2019 PARAMOUNT PICTURES

© 2019 WARNER BROS. ENT.

The Secret Life
Of Pets 2
Louis C.K,
Eric Stonestreet

© 2019 TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX FILM CORPORATION.

Pokémon:
Detective Pikachu
Ryan Reynolds,
Justice Smith

Missing Link
Hugh Jackman,
David Walliams

© 2019 UNIVERSAL CITY STUDIOS PRODUCTION LLLP.

The Lord Of The Rings:
The Return Of The King

Ulan
Nadine Lustre,
Carlo Aquino

X-Men: Dark Phoenix
James McAvoy,
Sophie Turner

While every effort has been made to keep our playlist current at the time of publication, some programs may not be available due to ongoing system updates.
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MOVIES

FEATURED
MOVIES

M Y P A L P L AY E R
WARNER C.

WARNER C.

• Alone/Together
• Exes Baggage
• I Love You Hater
• Kusina Kings
• Mary, Marry Me
• Sakaling Maging Tayo
• The Hows Of Us
• Three Words To Forever
• Through Day And Night
• Ulan

A Star Is Born
Lady Gaga,
Bradley Cooper

PRODUCED
BY

AVIRON PICTURES PRESENTS IN ASSOCIATION WITH VOLTAGE PICTURES CALMAPLE MEDIA AND DIAMOND FILM PRODUCTIONS A CALMAPLE MEDIA OFFSPRING ENTERTAINMENT FRAYED PAGES ENTERTAINMENT, INC. AND WATTPAD PRODUCTION
“AFTER” JOSEPHINE LANGFORD HERO FIENNES TIFMUSIFINC SELMA BLAIR INANNAMUSICSARKIS SHANE PAULCOSTUMEMCGHIE PIA MIA KHADI
JHA RED THUNDER DYLAN ARNOLD SAMUEL
LARSEN WITH JENNIFER BEALS ANDEDIPETER
GALLAGHER
CASTING
PRODUCTION
DIRECTOR OF
TED
BY MARY VERNIEU, CSA AND MARISOL RONCALI, CSA SUPERVISOR ELIZABETH UMSTEAD BY JUSTIN BURNETT DESIGNER ALANA MORSHEAD DESIGNER LYNNE MITCHELL RUSTY SMITH PHOTOGRAPHY ADAM SILVER, ASC TOM BETTERTON BY MICHELLE HARRISON
EXECUTIVE
PRODUCERS SWEN TEMMEL ADAM SHANKMAN BRIAN PITT SCOTT KAROL SARAH JORGE LEON ALASTAIR BURLINGHAM GARY RASKIN WILLIAM SADLEIR DAVID DINERSTEIN JASON RESNICK NICOLAS CHARTIER JONATHAN DECKTER
JENNIFER GIBGOT COURTNEY SOLOMON MARK CANTON ARON LEVITZ ANNA TODD MEADOW WILLIAMS DENNIS PELINO BASEDNOVELON THEBYANNA TODD SCREENPLAYBYSUSAN MCMARTIN AND TAMARA CHESTNA AND JENNY GAGE & TOM BETTERTON DIRECTEDBYJENNY GAGE
IN THEATERS

After
Josephine Langford,
Hero Fiennes Tiffin
#AfterMovie

© 2019 AFTER PRODUCTIONS, LLC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

1 (r1_FINAL)

A P R IL 12

/AfterSeriesMovies @AfterMovie

After.OneSheet

BLEED: .125” | TRIM: 27” x 40” | SAFE: 25” x 38” | JOB#: V27406 | DATE: 2/15/19

Close
Noomi Rapace,
Olivia Jewson

Godzilla: King Of
The Monsters
Kyle Chandler,
Vera Farmiga

Stuber
Dave Bautista,
Kumail Nanjiani

Teen Spirit
Elle Fanning,
Agnieszka
Grochowska

© 2019 TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX FILM CORPORATION

FILIPINO

EIM C.

• Alita: Battle Angel
• Breakthrough
• Indian Horse
• Mid90s
• Mission Kathmandu
• Pokémon: Detective
Pikachu
• Second Act
• Shazam!
• The Sun Is Also A Star
• Tolkien

WARNER COPYRIGHT

HOLLYWOOD

ASIAN
• The White Storm 2
• Inseparable Bros

Shaft (2019)
Samuel L Jackson,
Jessie T Usher

Stan & Ollie
Steve Coogan,
John C Reilly

The Kid
Ethan Hawke,
Dane DeHaan

The Lego Movie 2
Chris Pratt,
Elizabeth Banks

Detective Conan
Minami Takayama,
Wakana Yamazaki

The Confidence Man
JP: The Movie
Yosuke Eguchi,
Masahiro Higashide

Jack Em Popoy:
The Puliscredibles
Vic Sotto,
Coco Martin

The Gangster, The
Cop, The Devil
Dong-seok Ma,
Mu-Yeol Kim

The Girl In The
Orange Dress
Jericho Rosales,
Jessy Mendiola

The Invincible
Dragon
Jin Zhang,
Anderson Silva

While every effort has been made to keep our playlist current at the time of publication, some programs may not be available due to ongoing system updates.
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On select aircraft with overhead monitors

INBOUND

Brooklyn
Nine-Nine
The Tattler

OUTBOUND

DC Legends
Of Tomorrow
Phone Home

Wild Surf
Hometown,
Truck Surf Hotel

Man With A Plan
Wife-Proof

Star Trek:
Discovery
Battle At The
Binary Stars

Rock Legends
Black Eyed Peas

M Y P A L E S U I T E P E R S O N A L T V & M Y P A L P L AY E R
Some titles and episodes are available on select aircraft only
Brooklyn Nine-Nine
Honeymoon; Hitchcock And Scully;
The Tattler

Veronica Mars
Spring Break Forever; Chino And The Man;
Keep Calm And Party On

Man With A Plan
Yeah, Maybe; Wife-Proof;
Put Him On The Ground

All American
Pilot; 99 Problems; I; Lose Yourself
All We Got; The Choice Is Yours

Vampirina
Bone Appetit / Woodchuck Woodsies;
Hide & Shriek / The Little Witch;
Vampire Weekend / The Little Witch

The Good Place
Everything Is Bonzer! Part 1; Everything Is
Bonzer! Part 2; The Brainy Bunch

Chicago Fire
A Closer Eye; Going To War;
Thirty Percent Slight Of Hand

Marvel's Spiderman
Venom Returns; Brain Drain;
The Living Brain

Black-Ish
Gap Year; Don't You Be My Neighbour;
Scarred For Life

Star Trek: Discovery
The Vulcan Hello; Battle At The Binary
Stars; Context Is For Kings

Big Hero 6: The Series
Muiraha Woods; Failure Mode;
Aunt Cass Goes Out

Splitting Up Together
Pilot; Rockets; Devil May Care; Street Meat

Gilmore Girls: A Year In The Life
Winter; Spring; Summer; Fall

Everybody Loves Raymond
Ally's F; Boy's Therapy; Debra's Parents

Pretty Little Liars
Bedlam; The Talented Mr. Rollins

Fuller House
Our Very First Show, Again; Moving Day;
Funner House

Dc Legends Of Tomorrow
Aruba-Con; Freakshow; Zari; Phone Home;
Return Of The Mack; Helen Hunt

Paw Patrol
Pups Save The Kitty Rescue Crew/
Pups Save An Ostrich; Pups Save Big
Paw/ Pups Save A Hum-Mover; Sea Patrol:
Pups Save The Sunken Sloop/ Sea Patrol:
Pups Save A Wiggly Whale

Cheers
The Proposal; The Cape Cad;
Money Dearest

Krypton
Pilot; House Of E!; The Rankless Initiative;
The Word Of Rao; House Of Zod;
Civil Wars

How I Met Your Mother
Wait For It; We're Not From Here;
Little Boys
Malcolm In The Middle
Jessica Stays Over; College Recruiters;
Cattle Court
Fresh Prince Of Bel-Air
Pilot; Bang The Drum Ashley;
Clubba Hubba
Mom
High Tops And Brown Jacket; Sword Fights
And A Dominican Shortstop; Sparkling
Water And Ba-Dinkers
Grey's Anatomy
With A Wonder And A Wild Desire;
Broken Together; Gut Feeling

Rock Legends
Black Eyed Peas
Wild Surf
Hometown, Truck Surf Hotel
Asian Air Safari
Secrets Of The Most Beautiful Island
In The World
Retro Replay
Ninja Gaiden Breaks Nolan North
And Troy Baker
Best Lessons Ever
Blue Planet Ii

TELEVISION

M Y PA L E S U I T E OV E R H E A D

Gandang Gabi Vice
Regine Part 1; Regine Part 2; Kids

Mickey And The Roadsters
Mickey's Wild Tire! / Sittin Kitty
Goofy Gas!/ Little Big Ape; Race For
The Rigatoni Ribbon!/ Roaming Around
Rome; Agent Double-O-Goof/
Egg-Xasperating!; Mickey's Perfecto
Day!/ Running Of The Roadsters!; It's
Wiki Wiki Time/ Happy Hula Helpers!
Taz-Mania
Road To Taz-Mania; Taz-Mania Theatre;
Heartbreak Taz/Just Be Cuz; Sidekicked/
Gone With The Windbag; Return Of The
Road To Taz-Mania Strikes Back;
Taz Like Dingo
Batman: The Brave And The Bold
Death Race To Oblivion; Long Arm Of The
Law!; Revenge Of The Reach!; Aquaman's
Outrageous Adventure!; The Golden Age
Of Justice; Sidekicks Assemble!
We Bare Bears
Charlie; Jean Jacket; Food Truck;
Primal; Everyday Bears; Nom Nom

Mmk
600 Pesos; Apple; White Ribbon

While every effort has been made to keep our playlist current at the time of publication, some programs may not be available due to ongoing system updates.
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Just the two of us
Traveling with a toddler isn’t always
easy, but this writer took a leap
of faith with her one-year-old
on their first solo flight together

It was a week-long trip to Oahu in Hawaii that
seemed too good to pass up: My husband
had taken up a two-month work assignment
on the island’s North Shore in late August and
after getting settled into both the job and an
apartment, he suggested I book a ticket to visit.
After all, he pointed out, our son was on the cusp
of turning two and would soon no longer fly free
as a lap infant. It seemed, to him, the perfect time
to squeeze in a family vacation.
As the parent flying over solo from New York,
however, I was less convinced. We’d done a few
short-haul flights a few months back, when our
son was younger and much less mobile, but I’d
never flown alone with a baby. I wasn’t sure that
being trapped in an airplane for 10 hours with my
one-year-old was really something I wanted to
commit to. On the one hand, I love to travel and
wanted to instill that same sense of adventure in
my offspring. On the other hand, I envisioned 10
airborne hours of tantrums, tears and very little
sleep. But then I recalled some advice from a

208
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friend, who had managed to take her daughter to
a dozen different countries before she turned two:
“Thinking about traveling with a child is always
more stressful than actually traveling with a child.”
In other words, my anxious maternal brain was
going into overdrive, anticipating every worst-case
scenario when, in reality, my trip was unlikely to be
as harrowing as I assumed.
Turns out, my friend was right. I booked the
flights. Sure, we spent quite a bit of time roaming
the aisles, exchanging pleasantries with other
restless toddlers and their sleep-deprived parents.
Also, diaper changes in the tiny airplane bathroom
were no fun. But despite the small hiccups, it didn’t
go as horrifically as expected.
In fact, we actually enjoyed ourselves and the
trip culminated in a two-hour catamaran ride off the
coast of Honolulu that, initially, caused my anxiety
to kick back in. As we climbed aboard, I pictured
my son falling off his seat and into the sea, or having
a meltdown trying to pull the tail of the boat’s
mascot, a sweet little dog named Sushi.
But rather than let my imagination continue to
run wild, I turned the volume down on my internal
monologue. I hugged my kid tight when we hit a
few waves, and gently redirected his hands away
from Sushi’s tail. I even sipped a small glass of wine
before taking a selfie of the two of us against the
sunset, and chatted and laughed with a few other
adults onboard.
I had mastered the delicate art of traveling with
a toddler. – Christina Jelski
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